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apartment, two rooms and bath,
[CONTINUED.]
Just what I wanted, empty—and, moreover, so situated that I should be adAt tne oblce be round two reports
mirably placed for close at hand study
the
uieu
awaiting him. One* was ζι-οηι
of the tragedy. I glanced at my watch.
bad
be bad sout along tbe docks—tlicy
It was only half past 7, and I hurried
found u > une who could identity tbe
Into my coat In a sudden fever of imphotograph of Thompson. The other patience lest some one else should get
was from Pelam-y, the bead of the
there before nie.
Record's intelligence department. At
Twenty minutes' walk brought me to
2 o'clock that morning, just before rethe Maruthon apartment house, and as
u
had
message
phoned
t'.riug. Godfrey
I stepped lato the vestibule I saw sitto the odice:
ting by the elevator a red faced man
Delaney—I want all the Information ob- whom I recognized Instantly as Hlgtainable concerning tlie history of the
the Janitor.
He rose as I apCvo..ôon family, to widcli Mrs. Iliehard glns,
proached him.
Delroy and Crate Croydon belong.
"You have an apartment here to
This wa9 the result:
haven't you?" I asked.
Gustave Croydon, notary and money rent,
"Not Jest now, sir," he answered.
lender. 17 Rue d'Anlin, Paris, removed
with wife and young daughter about ls<8 "There will Ije next week—If th' walkto lîeckenham, Just south of London,
You
In' delegates leaves us alone.
England. Why he removed from Franco
Rue d'Antln has been com- see, th' house Is being remodeled."
not known.
pletely rebuilt within lust thirty years, j "Oh," I said, more disappointed than
end only person there now who remem- I cured to show, "I thought perhaps
b'-rti Croydon is nil old notary named
there was one I could move Into at
Fabre. who has an ofllce nt the corner of
He has vague mem- once. Next week won't do me any
Rue St. Augustin.
ory that Croydon left France to avoid
good."
was an

pro*«:Cution of some sort.
Croydon bought small country place
near Bcckcnham and lived there quietly In

criminal

He moistened his lips and scratched
his head, eying me undecidedly.
"May I ask your name, sir?" he said

eei.-d-rctircmcnt. Fortune apparently not
lar?e. In 1891 mortgaged estate for £2,000,
mortgage paid In 1897. Religion. Catholic.
Excellent reputation at Beckenham.
Eldest daughter, Edith, born In France
Aug. £0, 1S74. Educated at school there,
but broke down from overstudy and re-

at last
I handed him α card which had also
the address of my Arm. Graham &
Royce. He read It slowly.
"We've got one apartment, sir," he
said, looking up wheu he had mastered
It; "two rooms an' hath—l>ut it needs
When do y' have
a little cleanln* up.

turned to Heckenham, where she became
work.
settlement
social
In
There met Richard Delroy. New York,
of
London
who was making Investigation
Married him Jure 6, 1900, and
charities.
went immediately to New York
Only other child, younger daughter,
Grace, born at lieckenham May 12, 1SS0.
Educated at home. No unusual Incidents
in life so far as known.

Int rested

t' have it?"
"I have to move in tomorrow." I answered, aud I told him briefly why

"May

Croydon and wife died, typhoid fever,
1901. Delroys caine to England and after
selling property and settling estate took

1 look at this

He hesitated

straightened

up

yet

apartment?"
α

with

moment,

sudden

then

résolu

tlo:i.
"You kin see it if you want to.
he said, "but lirst I must tell you
it's soot fourteen, where they was
nuri'er two days ago."
"A murder?" I repeated. "Oh,
I did see something about It in
pai>ers. Well, that doesn't make

sir,"

that

α—ο

yes;
the
any

difference; I'm not afraid of ghosts."
"Theu that's all right, sir," he said,
with a sigh of relief, and motioned
toward the elevator.
The car stopped and he led the way

mostj

ed

down the hall.
"Here we are," he said, pausing before α door and producing a bunch of
keys. "Which reminds me that I'll
η

in—η
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Specialist

for sixteen year* I have fitted glasses to defective eyes and nothing else—that makes me a
specialist. If your eyes trouble you In any way,
and If you want expert advice lu regard to the
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Wanted.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com
ing year. Correspondence solicited
H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
April 13th, 19ος.

WANTED.

experienced man
dowels. Must be of
An

give good reference.

J.

good

buncl
habits an<
to

A. KENNEY,
South Paria.

damage done by game animals protected

never

snail

receive pay

ivr

tuo

Chautauqua

"skunkery" with about forty of the
malodorous animals, expecting to increase the number by natural propagathe
tion to about three hundred within
worth of hides
about
$900
sell
and
year
and oil. The story goes that the original
forty skunks soon got into a big nght,
and had it out until only one was left,
and it orawled into a hole and died. In
most of these produots, odd or regular,
it will not do to depend too much on
the profits that can be figured out on
his

,

to the owner who

secured

worthless

purchase

a

cows.

cow

finds he has
One should

without knowing

what her past record as a producer has
Obadiak Gardner, master of the Maine been."
State Grange, submitted report, from
The Magic in "Dry Farming."
which we make extract»:
"We have organized sixteen new
Another factor which is doing wonWe have
granges and reorganized six.
ders not only for this region, but west408 subordinate granges; average mem- ern Kansas and Nebraska as well, is the
4301 new
added
have
We
132.
bership,
Campbell system of "dry farming1' as it
members, making our total membership is called. It is the result of deep study
53.360. We have erected Hve new grange for twenty years on the part of Prof.
halls which cost 921,000; ·>">."> of our 40S H. W. Campbell. In a nutshell, the
subordinate granges own and occupy idea is but a recognition of tbe princitheir own halls. The aggregate value of
ple that if the soils and sub-soils are
our grange homes, with their furnishproperly cultivated and loosened, 14
Patrons'
Our
Co-opis
$887,000.
ings,
inches of rain can be made to go as far
busia
will
transact
erative Corporation
as 25 or 30 under the ordinary condiness of $270,000, and the co-operative tions of agriculture.
As Mr. Campbell
financial work among our granges beside
explains, "it is simply a question of the
that mentioned will amount to at least
the soil.'1 To
of
thorough working
$100,000 more. We have three fire in- much of this vast territory, where tbe
surance companies representing a busi- rainfall is entirely inadequate and irriness of $25,000,000, furnishing protecgation out of the queetlon, such a distion at a cost of une-fourth of one per covery, if practicable, and it has already
onecent. Our membership represents
been shown to be, will mean Its comtwelfth of the population of the state." plete redemption. Mr. Campbell la not
in
126
granges
Connecticut reported
opposed to irrigation. He regarda it,
fair working order. Ten circulating li- however, as unnecesaary where there is
braries have been supplied to granges a rainfall of anything above 14 inches.
not having access to public libraries.
Under hia management model farma
The subject of parcel post came to the have been made to raiae 50 boahela of
front early in the session. A determin- wheat, 60 bushels of corn and 142 bushed effort will be made to secure the law ela of potatoes to the acre, when jnst
at the coming session of Congress.
across tbe fence the crop baa been either
The National Grange has been en- an entire failure or about one-fourth
matthe
with
to
do
something
deavoring
that of the "model farm."—Cor. in New
or
ter of grange life insurance for two
Parmer.
England
three years past, but without success, as
deal
no one seemed to know how to
on Pruning the Apple Orchard.
with the practical side of the question. hint*
There la a diversity of ideas about
This year it was deemed advisable to
in the
pruning the trees. I And that when an
get "expert advice," and itofcame
New York orchard ia severely pruned in winter,
person of Milee M. Dawson
are
City. He outlined a plan of action, but with wounda left unprotected, they
affi'iatlun aure to be injured. Doubtless the reas it included as a feature the
more
with a certain fraternal insurance or- maining limbe will push with
vigor, and tbe tree will make an effort
ganization, it may not prove acceptable.
At any rate, the following resolution on to recover ita balance. The wound,
this subject was adopted at the next nevertheleaa is a grievous exposure.
Not only does tbe system of the tree resession following the address:
"Resolved—That a committee of five ceive a shock from this exposure, but
surface of
be appointed to investigate and report also the albumens and whole
or lesa
at the next meeting of the National the wound is killed to a greater
insuranoe ex- depth, according to the severity of the
life
of
some
plan
Grange
difficult for
clusively for benefit of grange members season, thns it becomes very
and independent of any other ritualistic the tree to cover the wound, and prevent
further decay. As a consequence, it Is
bodies."
do
On Not. 16, the sixth and seventh de- seldom the case that large limb· ever
and heal over. They become almost a sore
greee were conferred in full form
with the impressive ceremony of the source of decay. As a rule, large limba
highest degree of the order—Country should not be cut from the trees unless
oold with care.
Gentleman.
protected from the trees
are decaying
What lots of old apple
and rotting, and being stove down by
Profit» in Theory.
the winds, due to the ontting off of the
It is easy to figure oat profits on paper,
limbs, letting in the water and causbig
The trick is how to get them in practice.
them to rot.—Cor. in Maine Parmer.
ing
Some of us have discovered the truth of
this in growing onions, in raising poulSheep pens should now be put in contry, in the ginseng business, in breeding
at least, has dition for winter occupation. They
Belgian hares, and one man,
or warm, bat should
found this out in raising skunks. If re- need not be olose
who lives in be dry, well Teatilàted and free from
this
man,
are
true,
ports
do better when
a
County, New York, stocked drafts. Sheep, aa rale,

by law.

consultation.

you

| ment

that farmers

same, come to the man who Is a specialist, who
does one thing only. No charge for eye examinor

construct the game laws of the state, so

fpeper.

A foot and
own grain.
half to two feet of rack, runnins
lengthwise, is sufficient for ewe· of ISC
to 200 pounds.

they grind their

a

The story is going tbe rounds of a
who borrowed a neighbor's hen
her to
on tbe pretence that he wanted
sit. As soon as he got tbe hen, he brok<
her to layup the sitting habit, and got
ing eggs. In the next six weeks sh<
laid two dosen eggs. These he sold foi
enough money to buy the hen.
man

pected!
S a matter of course, the affair
at the Marathon created a
great public sensation. The
papers overflowed with details, theories, suggestions to the police,
letters from interested readers.
It lias long been a habit of mine,
when any particularly abstruse crlm
inal mystery Is before the public, to pin
my faith to the Record. Its other features 1 do not nutuire, but I knew that
Jim Godfrey was Its expert in crime,
and ever since my encounter with him
in the Holladay case I have entertained the liveliest admiration of his acu-

ΓΑ

1

"It'» toot fourteen, where they
murder."

*!S

linve f git a key fer you—the other
tenant lost Lis—leastways, it wasn't
found on lilm. Or inebbe you'd rather
I'd change th' lockï"
"Oh, no," I assured him. "Another
key will do," und we entered together.
I examined the room with keen interest. Evidently everything had been

and audacity. If a mystery was
possible of solution, I believed that he
would solve it, so It was to the Record
I turned now and read carefully every
word he wrote about the tragedy.
I was sitting In my room on the
evening of the second day after the

postprandial pipe
Record's stenographic
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AND ONLY HOOD'S.

but three days had passed and
I had caught not η glimpse of them;
their hours for coming and going
seemed radically différent from mine.
I heard the sudden opening of a door;
a scream, shrill, full of terror.
Rarely have I been so startled as 1
was by that voice. In an instant I was
in the hall. A red light streamed
through the open door of the apartment
opposite, silhouetting a woman's figure,
eturing, with clasi>ed hands.
I sprang past her, pulled down the
burning curtains and threw them Into
the hall, where Hlggins, who had run
up the stairs, stamped out the fiâmes.
The room was full of smoke, but It
was evident that the fire bad spread uo
farther. I opened the window and the

ed, stopped.
Higgins was still staring from the
hall. Mrs. Tremaine stepped forward
and calmly shut the door in his face.
In that Instant a quick shiver ran
through me, as though I had been
suddenly Inn» isoned with a wild beast

sir."
I looked about the room. There was
the corner where Miss Croydon had
cowered, and from which she had shot
at Thompson's assailant. There was
the β pot where Thompson himself
lie had lain extended
had fallen.
on the curpet, while the—what,was
that? A tiny sparkle caught my eye,
I
a reflection of the light overhead.
sprang from my cbalr and stooped
above the place, but could see nothing.
I returned to my chair and again
ι caught the reflection. This time I
marked it exactly In the pattern of th·
carpet, went to it carefully, put down
a little bard
my band—nothing—yes,
polut pressed into the carpet, so minute
I could not pick It up. I moistened my
and an Instant later under the

tlnger,
light Γ saw that I bad found a diamond!
"Well, have y' got It all fixed, elr?"
aaked a voice from the door, and 1
turned with a start to see Hlggina
standing there.
Tee," I answered, rousing myself
with an effort; and I gave him such dl*
restions as occurred to file. "Has any
one else been in tbe rooms Τ" I asked.

my

She

poured

the wine down its throat,

drop by drop.

"Juue! All, we shall not remain so
long—I at least! I Lave promised to
stay one mouth longer, but more than

that—Impossible!"

She reached out and took up a cigarette from a pile which lay on a talwret
beside the couch.
"It was thus the curtains caught,"
she laughed, and, after a whiff or two,
flung the still Mazing taper over her
shoulder. "I'ouf! And they were all
in flame. A moment before I was
longing for excitement, any excitement whatever, but that sudden burst
of tire frightened me. I rushed out.
cried for help, and," she finished, with

charming little gesture, "spoiled your
smoke. Try one of these."
There was no resisting her. It was
like playing with fire. I took a cigarette and lighted It
"At Foud-Corre there was much to
do," she continued, with a little sigh.
"Here there Is nothing but to smoke,

a

smoke!"

"Fond-Corre?" I queried,
beyond St. I'lerre," she explained, closing her eyes with delight
"Just

at the memory. "There was our home.
I can see It again In Its grove of cocoa
trees running down to the gray sand,
with the waves lapping gently over it
Tambou! How I sigh for It!" and she
stretched her arma above her head with
a gesture of Infinite longing.
A key rattled in the lock, the door
opened and a ma»; came in. It was
quite in keeping with the dream—the
enraged husband with naked scimlter.
Even here In New York it was hardly
the proper thing to be discovered thus,
not till that instant had I

though

thought of It
"Ah, now," I said to myself, "stilettos and

pistols!

place, my friend."

You're in a

ticklish

But before I could rise, Cecily had
her
sprung from the couch and thrown
arms about his neck.
couinent ou ye. doudoux?" she
a

α

courtesy which charmed

drvgghta.

"Oh, ou jojolli, ouL Ob, tboo art
pretty, pretty, Fe-Fe! Pa ka fai moin
pe! I do not fear her, not at all! la
she not pretty Y*
Gradually we bad drawn nearer.

on

Flour, eggs and

butter wasted.

This is

because the cream of
tartar is adulterated or
cannot be used in the

proportions.
Food always sweet
and light can be assured only by the use
of Royal Baking Powder exclusively. Royal
is absolutely pure and
proper

healthful and does even
work at every baking.
ROYAL 1ΛΚΙΝΟ POWOH

CO.,

NIW TOM.

sign of relief, "I see." Then as she
met my «lance she added: "I fancied
that I had met him somewhere; I was
mistaken.

lu New York I have met do

except you, m'sieur."
But I scarcely heard her; my eye·
had dropped to a piu at her throat A·

one

she leaned forward 1 could see it very
surrouuded by a biasing ring of diamonds. I looked at It
mechanically, then with a sudden, In·

clearly—an opal

tent interest, for one link of that brilliant ring was missing; oue of the diamonds bad fallen out.

CHAPTER VIII.

Ε

WAS scarcely surprised when
Godi'rey's curd was brought
in to me at the office next
morning. Both Mr. Graham
and Mr. ICoyce happened to be out at
the time, so that I h; d the Inner room
to myself, and I directed that Godfrey

m

of unexpected places.
I have said that bis life hud been cast
lu many curious places.
Martinique
was only tbe last of these, tbe most recent, and I gathered that the business
which, brought him to New York was be shown in at once.
"I was expecting you." I said, rlslug
the forming of u syndicate to build a
stare
railroud through the island. Through to shake hands with him. "That
is the right word, for it was evident of yours last night warned me tlift
an explanathut, owing to the Island's peculiar you'd be around to demand
formatiou, there would have to be tion."
"Denmud is hardly the word," he
much tunnellug. But be waved all such
"Beeeech
practicul dithcultles aside aud discours- corrected as he sat down.
I was
ed of the great future before such α would be neurer it. I confess
life than
road with an enthusiasm tliut wus ab- never more surprised In my
when I saw you sittiug there calmly
solutely convincing.
Tremalue."
I had Just come in from dluuer one chatting away with Mrs.
She
"Then you have met her?
evening and was settling down to a remistaken."
perusal of "L'Affaire Lerouge," when thought she was
"You mean she knew me?" he asked
there came a knock at the door and
Tremalne entered. Ile was in eveuiug quickly.
"She asked who you were; she fandress und wus seemingly much percied she'd met you somewhere."
turbed.
Godfrey lauuhed a little drv laugh.
dear Lester," be began abruptly,

"My

in that quick, nervous way of bis, "I'm
iu the deuce of a box, and I'm going to
I promised
ask you to help me out.
Cecily to take her tonight to see tbe
extravaganza at tbe New York, ami
have the seats here, but ut the last
moment I find I cau't get away. I've a

,

,

to break, but Cecily will never forgive
Have you any
me If I disappoint lier.
thing on for tonight?"
"So," I answered, looking at hlni in
some astonishment, for It was evident

what was coming.
"Then perhaps you wouldn't iniud
taking Cecily'/ It would be u tremen-

dous favor."
"Not at all." I .assured him, "but"—
"It isn't quite convenable?" he flu
Ished as I hesitated. "Surely we don't
need to stand on ceremony, and Cecily
doesn't care a hang for convention. It's
She'll cry
a great favor to both of us.
her eyes out If she has to stay at home,
and I simply can't take her."
"\*ery well," I said. "I'll be glad to
take her," and thanking me again be

hurried awav.
She was dressed and waiting for me
when I knocked at her door, and she
caught me by both hands as I en-

tered.

"This Is good of you!" she cried.
"Doudoux has Ικ?βη so busy for many
days that we have gone nowhere, but
he promised me tonight. Oh, I should
I should
not have stayed at lioui'î!
have gone alone! I care not for the

eyes of the men!"
"Oh, I shan't let you go alone!" I
protested, and watched her, fascinated,
as she put on a little bonnet and gave
her hair two or three final pats before
the mirror.
She was In the highest spirits, singing to herself—really, 1 told myself,
only a chlld-and at last she swung
around and dropped me a courtesy.
"How Is that, clie?" she cried, smiling up at me. "Does that please you?"
"Charming!" I cried, gasping a little,
with α feeling of giddiness, as I looked
down Into her eyes.
Our cab swung around Into Broadand Cecily forway, ablaze with light,
of watching
got me in the excitement
the changing crowd, the brilliant shop

fronts.
"Here we are," I said as the cab
out
drew up at the curb, and sprang
and helped her dowu.
We went up to the promenade after
the first act and ate an Ice together.

HE above picture of the
man and fish is the trade- glasses—three of them—and she Joined
mark of Scott's Emulsion, us with an imperturbable matter of
The place was crowded, and Cecily soon
and is the synonym for course air which somewhat surprised became
the center of attraction. Men
me. Only I noticed she left a little
strength and purity. It is sold wine In her glass, and with it she ap- strolled past merely to look at her, and
in almost all the civilized coun- proached a square cage of flue gilt from more than one woman I caught
of eye that said unutterable
tries of the globe.
mesh hanging over the radiator In the a flash
The advent of a new, Incomthings.
room.
the
of
comer
extinct
warmest
became
fish
cod
If the
woman," parable siren could not pass unchalit would be a world-wide calam- "She's α most extraordinary
lenged. At them all Cecily glanced
seemthat
α
with
smile
Tremaine said,
nonity, because the oil that comes ed α little forced. "She's nbout to do from time to time with admirable
from its liver surpasses all other what uo other woman in the world chalance. One would have sworn she
New \ork. She
fate in nourishing and life-giving would dare do, and she thinks nothing had been reared In her Ice. sipping
chatted gayly, eating
see."
aud
Come
it
of
properties. Thirty years ago
her wine, leaking at me with eye3 that
Cecily had already reached the cage
the proprietors of Scott's Emullike stars. Then suddenly as
glowed
humming
over
it,
was
bendiug
and
sion found a way of preparing a weird little refrain that rose aud fell she looked up her face changed. 1
Godcod liver oil so that everyone can and turned upon Itself, reminding me glanced up, too, and caught Jim
astonished
eyes fixed ou mine.
frey's
of
had
value
I
full
take it and get the
faintly of the negro spirituals
He bowed and passed ou.
the oil without i\e objectionable once beard at a camp meeting in the
"Who Is that gentleman?" demauded
a moment I saw
After
woods.
Jersey
the
is
tataste. Scott's Emulsion
Cecily eagerly, leaning ncross the
a movement within the cage and a
best thing in the world for weak, head'erected Itself, a broad, triangular ble toward me. "You know him?"
"Oh. quite well." I answered, more
backward children, thin, delicate head, deep, orange barred with black,
and more eurprissd. "His name Is
of
It
conditions
fire.
all
of
swayed
with eyes like coals
people, and
Godfrey."
to and fro, to and fro, aa Cecily fitted
wasting and lost strength.
MGod-frey," she repeated slowly after
words to the refrain—queer, chopped
In her
8nd for Am SAmpb.
me, as though fixing It ludellbly
words.
off Creole

set the teeth

edge.

cigarette

sorts

from the first moment. "We must
pour u libation to honor the escape."
Cecily, who had been hanging on his
Hps, flew to the next room and was
back lu a moment with decautcr and

AU

that

as be put away his handkerchief
und reached for a cigarette. lie lighted It before he answered, inviting me
by a gesture to help myself.
"It's a fer-de-lauee," he said at last,
"one of the deadliest serpents in tbe
world, nud this particular variety is
said to be especially deadly, a sort of
creme de la creme, as It were. Its bite
kills a man In three minutes if it happens to strike uu artery. It does more
than that. It turns him to a swollen,
rotten piece of carrion. I've seen it."
And lie leaned back to blow α ring to-

of Tremalne.
As for Tremaiue, I hesitate to say
how utterly I fell under bis spell. Yet
this was uot in tbe least to be wondered ut. My life bad been on tbe whole
so narrow und bis bad been so broad;
my experience of tbe world had beeu
cast in tbe usual grooves, while his
hud so evidently overleaped them, bad
struck out a path for itself into ull

me

and 91M.

heavy or sour or
full of lumps of soda

will be

ftand

ship

tinued, with

«to.

the biscuit and cake

head feverishly.
"I've got a kind of superstltloue horror of that snake," he said apologetically as he met my eyes. "I've seeu a
lot of them, but none ever affected me
just as this one does."
"What is It?" I asked, astonished by
his pallor, liy the trembling of his

lowed grew by Imperceptible
into an
Intimacy
which was one of tbe most pleasant of
my life. Of Cecily I have already attempted to give some Idea, although I
realize how cold und inadequate it is.
As I began to know her better I came
to wonder more and more at her
complexity, her simplicity, her swift
chunge of mood, her utter ignoruuee
of soclul convention. Another thing I
saw, and that was her ubsolute wor-

His wife uttered In his oar a sentence so rapid that I was utterly unable
to catch the words, but I suppose It explained the reason of my presence, for
he turned to me instantly with outstretched hand.
"Cecily tells 'me that your presence
of mind prevented a general conflagration, Mr."—
"Lester," I said. "I am your neigh
bor across the hall."
"My name is Trcmnlne, and I'm ex
ceedingly glad to meet you," he con-

ΒΤΗΖΓ, MMW TOBK

work uneven. If sometimes good, at others

cage and shut tbe'door.
When it was over and she was lying
again ou the couch, panting with a
kind of fearful exhaustion, I turned to
Tremalne, w ho was mopping his fore-

degrees

myself

éO>-*l« Illll

have been vexed when
using cream of tartar
and soda to find their

CHAPTER VII.

voice like—well. I have never
beard anything to compare with It.
"Toutt douce, che—et ou?" he answered, and kissed her. Then he per
celved me. seemingly for the first time,
though this I somehow doubted. "Good
evening, sir," he said, standing with
his arm still about his wife and gazing
at me with a look so sharp that I found
f jr an instant unable to meet It.

SCOTT A BOWNE, Chemists

Housekeepers

Τ acquaintance with the Tremaines in the weeks that fol-

"Oh,
asked In

H

Tremalne and I, and I felt myself
yielding to tlic fascination of the song,
It wtis not
even as tbe serpent did.
very large, nor seemingly very formidable, so I did not even think of fear
when Cecily opened the little door of
tbe cage and drew It forth. She held It
between thumb and finger just behind
the bead and by a slight pressure she
forced its Jaws apart. Then she poured
the wine down its throat, drop by
drop. Finally she returned it to Its

ward the ceiling.
I sat, petrilied, with
halfway to my mouth.

quently,

ready'/"

He looked at me and scratched bis
head again. Then, remembering sud
douly the nature of janitors, I took out
my purse und tipiied blm.
"Have tiiem ready by tomorrow
afternoon," I «aid. "Get a man to help
to be at
you, if necessary. I'll expect
home here tomorrow night."
"That's all right, sir," he assured me
Instantly, and just then the elevator
bell rang. "There." he added, "it's them
confounded artiste, too lazy t* walk
downstairs. I'll be back in α minute,

June. Then you will see!"

fre-

beyond.

traction of being tihe great*· J
est» amative end preventive
known.

must meet them

th' day they was put down. It'll make
It tots easier for us if we don't have t'
take 'em up."
"All right," I agreed. "Find out what
they're worth. When can you have the

and she slirlied wearily. "They're going
to beglu tearing down the house day
I can't tiud another
after tomorrow.
house, so I'm going to put my furniture
in storage. I've told the men to come

Mrs. Fitch."
I settled hack lu my chair and took
up my paper again, when a sudden
thought l.rought tne bolt nnright. Here

I

"They are.. sir," agreed Higglns.
"They're good carpets, and as good as

appcarance.
"Have you fonnd another apartment
yet, Mr. Lester?" she asked.
"No, I haven't, Mrs. Fitch," I said.
"I'm afraid I've uot been as diligent In
looking for one us I should have been."
"Well, I've Just got another notice,"

for It tomorrow."
"AÏS rlfclit." I said. "If I can't And
an apartment to suit, I'll put my stuff
In storage, too. and stay at a hotel for
awhile. I'll know by tomorrow noon,

that

course,

ty good."

and read hi y the
report of the coroner's inquest, when
there came a knock at my door and my
landlady entered. She held in her hand
a paper which had a formidable legal

"So was I," I said, smiling at the
quaint expression. ,fl was growing
very sick of my owu body. Have you
been in New York long?"
"Less than a month, m'sieur; and 1
do not like it It is too cold, too gray."
"Ah, you have come in a bud time,"
I said, wondering at her almost childish expression of misery. "Wait until

uo
it
longer occupied my
thoughts. Over my evening pipe it was
not the details of the mystery I conjured up, but a vision of a dark face.
An Inquiry of the janitor developed
the fact that it was my neighbors, Mr.
and Mrs. Tremaine, whom I had met
that evening as I left the elevator.
They had the apartment just across the
hall from mine, and I had thought, of

"I shall bi'iug my own furniture," I
said. "But I haven't any carpets. Perhaps I can buy these. They seem pret-

a

fectly.

"way;

morgue waiting identification.
lliggius led tbe way into the bedroom and opened tbe door of the bathroom

me

and passed on to other things. Even
with me. living at the very scene of
the crime, it faded in an astonishing

left just as it was on tbe nigbt of the
crime; only tbe body had been removed, and .it, I knew, was at the

men

affair, smoking

ιcaa a -a

she said, and motionto a chair close at baud. "I was
very lonesome. I was weary of talking to my owu body."
I cannot reproduce the soft dialect
she spjkc. Any effort to do so makes
it appear grotesque, so I shall not try.
At first It puzzled me occasionally, but
1 soon curne to understand her per-

"Sit, m'eleur,"

ed

couch ot the morgue, but of
the thousands of people who
filed past It uot one could give η single
clew to its Identity.
Public interest waned and dwindled

The words were accompanied by a
smile there was no resisting. I falter-

CHAPTER Y.

sank upon it.

CHAPTER VI.

mouth brought me to my senses.
"I am very happy to have been there,
madame," I said, and started toward
the door.
"But you will not go," she protested.
"M'sieur Tremaine will be here In α
moment. lie will desire to thank you."

What further tests there were to be
of his forbearance not even he sus-

the ordinary sense of the term, but
rather an overpowering fascination,
such as oue sometimes feels In watching a muguICceut tigress pacing back
and forth in her cage. Such, I believe,
was the feeling she Inspired in most
men, even in Tremaiue himself.
She su.ilci at me again as she swept
past me to a couch in one corner and

OR three days Thompson's
body lay enthroned on Its

she was radiant in a costume whose
gorgeousness seemed just the setting
her beauty needed. At the moment it
completely dazzled me, but I was able
afterward, In a calmer mood, to
analyze It—the crimson petticoat, the
embroidered chemise with its fold upon
fold of lace, showing through the silken
shoulder scarf; the necklace of gold
beads and bracelets, studs, brooches—
what not. The sight of Hlggins standing staring at this vision with open

the.statejof

Specialist

ations

theMawa-j

shiver that bad la it something
fearfully delightful. And let me add
here that the emotion which Cecily—
for so I came to know her—raised In
me was not in the least admiration In
—α

ward my rooms.

Charming she had been gowned according to the New York fashion; now

ThTt

IS!

He

smoke was whirled away.
"Ah, bon die!" cried Mrs. Tremaine
In a queerly broken but very charming
mixture of Trench and English. "What
a chance! What good fortune that you
were In your room, m'sieur!"
She had closed the window with a
nervous shiver at the cold and then
stepped back Into the full light. I
fairly gasped as I looked at her.

1—Γ

Ke

being

came close to ine and
voice to a hoarse wbleper.
r'D' y' know who I think It was? That
Croydon woman!"
I stared at blm In amazement
"Weren't you sure?"
"No; she had a rell wrapped round
her head an' she was dressed different.
But It was her— 1 know It."
"And what did she want?" I asked,
more and more astonished.
"She wanted t' see th' rooms, but I
told her they was closed. I tell you, I
was dead afeared t' come up here with
her. How'd I know but she'd take a
shot at me? Then she wanted t' rent
'cm sight unseen, nu' offered a month's
rent in advance, but I told her we
didn't rent soots t' single women, which
Mebt>e I was'kind o' rough,
was true.
but I was a-skeered t' have her around,
fer I kind o' believe she's crazy, so
purty soon, after some more talkln',
she give It up an' went away."
As we went down In the elevator
the cur stopped. A man and a wotnan
At the
were waiting to be taken up.
man I did not even glance, for bis
companion held my eyes. Such fierce,
dark, passionate beauty I had never
seen before, and my nerves were still
tingling with the sight of it as I left
the building and turned westward to-

mm"

dropped bis

|
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"The
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'•Say. that's many!" ho cried. "I'c
Early this
purty nigh fergot It
raorniu' tbey was somebody—a wo
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sented. Kentucky being
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entitled to representation whose master |
Crace home with them. Estate, left wholw is abseut.
South Carolina, which nas of butter fat a year the same feed and
ly to younger sitter, paid inheritance tax
side
her
this
cow
the
as
to
pro- on £7,500.
by
usually sent delegates,
year reports attention
two granges fewer than the
ducing 200 to 300 pounds, yet how many
Godfrey read this through slowly,
lo
and
that
are
thing.
it
to
are
that
there
very
doing
representation,
it point by point.
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead titling
will another year be enrolled in the Ν a
The Babcock test and milk record is a dwelling uj>on
"The skeleton," he said to himself,
and Iron.
tiotal Grange circle of states, as it lacks business proposition. No business will
bat two or three of the requisite num- be profitable that is without system. "Is pretty plain—it lies concealed somebehind Croydon's departure
The dairyman must know what he is do- where
TiltpkoM 134-11.
The secretary's report showed a most ing and what each of his cows is doing. from France. There must have been
been It is not enough that the entire herd is same unusual reason for that—a reaPARKER'S
prosperous condition. Th«e
"49 irranges organized and bO reorgan bringing a profit. We must go back of son even more serious, perhaps, than
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organized, 17 reorganized, and »1β0β«Μ | same farmer's despised "grades" may be believe I'll let it rest—for the present,
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more
into
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treasury.
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even
Stockton Springe,
Grange
profitable.
anyway," and he whirled back to Ills
grange banks have been organized average "scrub" or "grade" is in any
under the natioual banking regulations. way equal to the average pure-bred desk.
J. WALDO NASH,
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"Thank heaven," he added to himsurance is very popular.
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self. his face clearing a little, "there's
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Oxford

The

f
memory. "Au»l what Is his business
"He's a riporter by trade; he gathers
that
news for a paper," I added, seeing
she did not wholly understand.
"Oh." she said, and breathed a deep

"ΙΓ/to is that

gentlemant"
Cccil y.

diniundcd

"She lias," be Bald, "but It's strait.re
she remembers it. for I'll swear
never looked ut me, or perhaps," he
added, knitting his brows, "she bad
(
some special reason to remember.
happened to lie in the hall cf the Marathon apartment house talking with
the janitor, when she and lier

Illgglns.
husband

came in from dinner the night
that man Tl. unpsou was Willed there.
Perhaps yon remember about ItV"
i nodded, smiling.
"Yes, I remember."
Something In my face caught his at-

tention.
"You mean you know something
about ItV" be asked quickly. But a
movement of feet across the floor outside Interrupted him. "We can't talk
be tuld. "Will you be ut bom·

here,"
tonight r"

"Yes."
"Then I'll look you up," aud be turned to go.
"Walt η minute," I said. "I'm Dot
with Mrs. fitch any more."
"Aren't you?"
"No. I'm quartered at th· Marathon."
"At the Marathon?"
"Yes. Suit fourteen.

Iligglna will

show you up."
lie stared at me an Instant with
starting eyes. Tbeu tbe door opened
and Mr. Hoy ce came in, followed by
two clerks.
"I'll look for you this evening," 1
added, hugely enjoying bis stupefaction.
lie nodded mechanically and turned
away, wulkiug like a man In a dream.
···«···

[TO BE OOMTIMIKD.]

*

tar* οi ΠΙ· L'm brail*.

Departing Guest—Dear me, what ·
wet night! I wonder If you could give
me the lonn of an umbrella? Host—
Certainly, but-well, the fact la, I think
I would be the better for a walk. I'll
just take η turn home with you and
shelter you by tho way."
Brlffht Bo jr.
"Can you stand on your head?" asked a visitor of little Dudley.
"No," be replied. "It's too high αρ."
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Stable Copie· of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They «111 be mailed oa receipt of priee by
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jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
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Brooks' Drag Store.
South I'arl*.
>hurtleff'» Dru* StoreSoy··' Dru* Store.
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Coming Event*.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

BMW.

Mr. S. S. Kllborn hi· «old hi· stock
The Free Baptist Society have set the
and redate (or their tapper end «ale for Wed- in the Bethel National Bank
Mr. and Mrs.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN
nesday, Dec. 19, to be held it Odd Fel- signed m president.
Kllborn Intend to spend the winter in
low·' Hall.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Bather a quiet Thanksgiving In town. Oklahoma.
The students of the academy hare
A few hnntera were ont, bat not mnch
PartoHUL
There was a been bavins a Thanksgiving recess.
the
on
day.
daring
going
Monday, Dec. 3d, the schools in town
dance in the evening at Dunham'· Hall
Ftnt Bsptl·» Church. Bmf.
which waa largely attended. There opened for the winter term.
Mr. David Hayes, who has been Ο. T.
were a number of quiet family gatherhas resigned
inn, the largeat being a family reunion B. station agent since June,
from New York
at K. W. Penley's. Mr. and Mr·. S. W. and Deo. 12th will sail
situaDunham were at their eon's, H. W. Dun- to Panama where be is to have a
tion with the Government railroad.
ham'·, at North Pari*.
Mr. Geo. Tucker and family from Mr. W. A. Bunting, a former agent here,
SlMXtftf " 1® ® *· *·
Portland were at J. R. Tucker'· for sev- has returned. Before be left Biohmond,
Quebec, he was tendered a pleasant fareeral day· laat week.
N..VO» A.
Several member· of Mr. Henry Dun- well banquet and "the staff1' presented
a nice
ham's family from Boeton came here for him a gold chain and charm and
as a token of esteem.
ring
amethyst
Thanksgiving.
to
return
will
Worcester,
He
weeks
Mr. A. F. Copeland has sold a large
Mra. Delia Ridlon Penley of Locke's
bat will leave there
Mr! Mills haa been making a several days' lot of his hay and will soon have it
where he is to be chauffeur lor *r.

AU.|
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viait with relativea in town.
The Wedneaday Club met laat week
with Rev. Iaabella S. Macduff.
the University of Maine for Than
Mra. Elva E. Locke apent Thanksgivat
WUIinn K. Atwood wss at home from ing with her daughter, Mra. Gerriah,
Liabon.
Bowdoin College for
I On Sunday, Nov. 25th, by request all
«an visited by Lawrence McFarlana οι |
the paatora in thia place preached a
the senior else· in Bebron Academy.
in obeerv\t A. W. Royal1· there were entertain- morning temperance sermon
ed for Thanksgiving their two daugh- ance of World'a Temperance Sunday.
ters
Glidden, who teaches In the evening at the Universalist
Mrs

"hiwITcoI·.

Ί0. .» «

"»»·££

j

Harry

InWaterville,inand

Dec. 8th Dr. Aubrey C. Oilman will
Mis. Kathryn Royal, church the pastor preached a Thanksa lecture upon Ben Hur illustrated
who teaches
Massachusetts, Mr. War- giving sermon, and there was appropri- give
with stcreopticon pictures. The enterate music by the choir.
reu of Boston, and his sister, Miss W
oi
It is the intention to have a social in tainment will be under the auspices
ren, a teacher in Waterville.

the Methodist society.
Mr. Harry Brown has purchased the
"Barker Iloueo" on High Street and
will soon occupy it.
The chicken pio supper to be served
by the ladies of the M. E. society will be
Tuesday, Dec. 11th.
The ladies of the Congregationalist
society will hold their annual Christmas
sale Wednesday afternoon and evening,
Dec. 12th. Pretty Christmas gifts as
well as useful articles will be found upon the tables and the ever popular home
made candy will be for sale. The ladles
Pond.
will also have food, consisting of meats,
Bryant'·
Mrs. Frank Cushman ia stopping with jellies and pastry for sale. Qarland
and Mrs. Amoe A. Johnson of
of
at Rumford Falls.
chapel, Dec. 12th.
Bucksport, Maine The couple are to Mrs. John Welch
The high school closed Nov. 28. The
reside at Danforth, Maine. Mr. A
|
will begin in two weeks.
Buckfield.
was for several term· principal of the winter term
Several of the friends of Mr. A. D.
Paris Hill schools and has many fnen
The "Henrietta" Club met at the
Felt paaaed Thanksgiving with him at home of Mrs. Maude Morrill last Saturh
Pine Point Cottage.
The member, of the Univenalist
day evening, Nov. 24th. This club had
A writer in the Lewiston Journal neat- its
day School and their Wend. «>njoyedla
origin in a party who spent a delightas a boom
Pond
out
wih
Bryant'a
ly pictures
ful week at "Evergreen Cottage" on the
very pleasant evening
town.
at
Acaile
cream
ice
and
y
shores of Lake Pennesseewassee during
dancing
A number of our sportsmen took part the
past summer, and is composed of
Prizee
in the target shoot Thursday.
Harlow
the following members: Mrs. Maude
A.
J.
out as follows:
Titus,
Ε Atwood of Bowdoin College andLa
Morrill, Mrs. Lila Rawson, Mrs. Mary
| were lotted
ol H.br.o
1st; Lesmore Currier, 2nd; A. W. Spaulding Warren, and the Misses Josie
3rd.
Arkett,
were Thanksgiving guest* at George
Shaw, Iva Gardner, Sadie Spaulding,
The following guests were in town Elizabeth Morris and Fannie Hersey.
Irvin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
over
to
Thanksgiving:
M.rrill .i.h«.
The only declared purpose of this club
Bowker, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bowker, is sociability, and also testing the capacto his customers that he has a larg
at James L.
assortment of gem stones, rings, etc., Mr. and Mrs. Ted Stanley
ity of the human stomach. During the
Bowker's. Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Dunham,
°
suitable for holiday gifts, bul "
evening a sumptuous "spread" was
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Small at
them have to be set before
served, the preparation of one of the
Chas.
Mrs.
Mr. and
wishes those who expect goods ready Rufus Dunham's.
favcrito dishes of the members causing
Walter
Walker at Gilman Whitman's.
much merriment as well as weeping.
and Myrtle Bacon at H. C. Bacon's.
They departed for home at a late hour,
Earl Felt at G. N. Felt's.
having spent a most enjoyable evening.
wife went to
and
Morse
Freeman
m«cordai,
Last Monday evening, the local lodge
Lancaater Thursday to attend the funeral of Masons worked the third degree when
father.
Morae'a
of
Mra.
.111
repair.
**■»
candidate Howard Paine Sbaw
Mr. David Bemia saw a fine large raised to the sublime
week on the Universalis church, no
degree of a Master
a few daya ago.
his
in
field
mooae
.111
b.
Suodar School
Mason. Mr. Shaw is a graduate of the
A email crew is working at the Grand Boston School of
are completed, notice of which will be
Technology, of the class
Trunk quarry cutting etone for the of
and is at present at the head of
'06,
and Mr.. Ο. A. Thayer and Mr. window ailla of the new depot at Gorbam, the general store and extensive business
and Mrs. W. H. Cummings went to Port- Ν. H.
established by his father, the late Mr. I.
Capt. C. C. Adama was at home for a W. Shaw.
in
is
His
vessel
week.
this
viait
brief
who
Joseph S. Warren and family of West1
the port of New York.
sick the past week, i. reported impro
brook came to Buckfield Wednesday to
B. R. Billings is on a hunting trip to
spend Thanksgiving Day with Mrs. WarSouth Arm, accompanied by W. S. and ren's
.ill b.
parents, Rev. A. W. Pottle and
u.ntiat Sunday
School next 5>unaay C. H. Sessions of South Paria and Capt. wife. Mr. Warren is connected with the
is oWrved as Great Commi-ioo Stone of Providence.
S. D. Warren Co., paper manufacturera,
The Union School commenced Nov. and
Sunday. It i. hoped a large number will
though a young man yet, has served
19. Myrtle Herrick, who lias taught his
city three years as mayor. They
Ernest F Shaw and son several terms here, has charge again.
were accompanied by their Ave daughE.
H.
with
Moses Russell ia stopping
Raymond were guests at dinner Thwik
ters, the eldest Sallie, ten years old;
giving day of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Billings.
Martha, seven ; Jennette, six; Georgia,
Lincoln Whitman of the east part is
four; and the youngest, Josephine, eight
sciatica.
with
bis
bed
to
confined
Hammond ▼Wted ^er
months old. On their arrival at the
cousins. Mr. and Mr.. Lewi. Monk at
quiet Methodist parsonage a new order
her
South Paris Saturday, meeting there
Thanksgiving day passed quietly in of things was introduced and music filled
Mr and Mrs. Geo. Burke, who our little village. Mrs. Rufus K. Dun- the air.
ho»,
to
their ..J
Mrs. Lyman Waterman and sons, Earham entertained all of her children,
Mass.. after spending ten day. with their grandchildren, and groat-grandchildreu, Ian and Morris, are visiting in Massachucousin, Mrs. Kate P. Ho den.
with other guests. There were twenty- setts at Mrs. Waterman's brother's.
There was a very pleasant Thank»- one sat down to the table.
Mrs. Emma Jewett spent ThanksgivAmong
«ήvine party at Geo. B. Shaw's, twenty- thoae
preeeut were W. H. Small and wife ing Day with her sister, Mrs. Gerrish.
nine
the children and grand- of Dixfield, Me.; Charlea R. Dunham
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Murch dined with
children all being present excepting one and wife. South Paris; Horatio D. Bry- the Dudleys Thursday.
Mr. A. F. Tilton and wife of Auburn
ant and wife; Lottie aud Lester Bryant;
»r. acd
Herman Billings, wife and son; Seymour were guests of Gilbert Tilton and wife
an
ate
and
H P. Hammond
family
Brooke, wife and son; Gertie Bolster for Thanksgiving.
breakfast with Mr. and Mr·. and Philip Brooke. A bountiful feast
R. C. Bradford and wife of Portland
waa given by A. C. Bolster and wife. were Thanksgiving guests of Dr. W. P.
1. Pari» post office, The
grandchildren were all present ex- Bridgham.
Dec. 1:
Mr. Frank Warren and family of Hartcept one. Frank R. Dunham and wife
Mrs. W. B. Ver Planck.
These days ford, and Mr. Wilford Irish of Whitman,
were unable to be there.
Mise Jodie Ballant.
are looked forward to with great pleas- Mass., were guests of Mrs. H. B. Hersey.
Mr. A. R· Jukman.
Mr. A. A. Farrar and wife of Boston
ure, although the one vacant chair was
Uergee
p. Hablow. P. M.
were guests of his brother, Mr. L. W.
ao sadly misaed.
Farrar.
Rev H A. Robert., D. D., » former
Greenwood.
freshman at
Mr. Bridgham Nulty,
oastor of the Bapti.t church here, ha.
« pastor ol the Baptl-tchorch
Thanksgiving day, and although Bowdoin College, was at home over
been rather unpleasant out on account of the Thanksgiving, as was also Mr. Wilbur
in Montpelier, Vt., where
for the past few month., and has ®c- wind and anow squalls, yet we have Caldwell, senior at Hebron.
Mr. W. H. Conant and family spent
cepted » call to the pastorate of the much to be thankful for, aa will be seen
in
Baptist ohurch| at Blook Island, R. I., at once if we will only stop and think the day with Mrs. Conant's mother
where he was formerly pastor for six for a moment. While we nave bread Hartford.
Mrs. Mary Briary of Auburn was witb
years. He went from Block Island to enough and to •pare," there are those
Montpelier last March, and will now re- who are in a starving condition, in for- her sister, Mrs. A. P. Cloutier.
Mr. Allen Irish of Bath was with hi»
The eign lands if not in our own. And,
turn there as permanent pastor.
Irish.
Montpelier Daily Journal of the 23d moreover, while we find ourselves in parents, Mr. and Mrs.ofHorace A.was
In
Andover
Mr. William Gregg
says of him: "The members of the fairly good health, all our faculties inchurch of which Dr. Roberts has been tact, there are those not far away who town over Thanksgiving, the guest of
Thoraes.
and
R.
C.
sister
and
pastor for these several months as well are "lame and deaf and blind." So let bin mother
Mr. Bert Allen and wife were the
as the people of Montpelier who have us be thankful, stop grumbling if that iu
bad the pleasure of beooming acquaint- what we have been doing, and make the guests of Mrs. Allen's parents, Asa At·
ed with Dr. Roberts and his wife will most of life while passing along; since wood and wife.
C. B. Atwood and wife spent Thanksregret very much his decision to leave we may not come this way again.
but they are generous in well wishes.
George Cole lias sold his farm on the giving at Rumford Falls with their sod,
Dr. Roberts in turn has nothing but hill to Grover Yates, and hie brother, who bas been postmaster at that place
words of praise for the kindness be- Allon Cole, who was occupying it, bas for the past eight years.
Mr. Robert Tyler has recently moved
stowed upon him while here but he moved into Mr. Austin Hayes'house at
feels that Block Island is a good deal the City. Mr. Cole has done but little from the Allen house to the rent formerlike home and that a permanent pastor- trapping to what he did last fall.
ly occupied by Mr. C. D. Emery, while
Several of the deer hunters were out Mr. William Jordan has engaged the
ate is more desirable than one that
would involve an annual election. Dr. yesterday and again to-day, resolved to rent vacated by Mr. Tyler.
Postmaster Alfred Cole went to PortRoberts is a powerful preacher and is get their lawful number if possible,
land Friday on a business trip.
much beloved as a man and pastor be- while the open time is on.
Mr. Hampden Allen was kindly reIn an οία school book called The Insides. The able manner in which he
assumed charge of the big Baptist con- troduction to the National Reader, membered Thanksgiving Day by hie
vention recently held here is evidence al- occur two lessons, the first known as niece, Mrs. Lillian Stevens, of Auburn,
He will Notch in the White Mountains, and the who sent her uncle a box of goodies,
so of h<s administrative ability.
finish his labors in this city on January second, Avalanche of the White Mount- consisting of a variety of edibles. It
I."
ains; both written by J. T. Beckingham; was highly appreciated and greatly enand the account of the sad fate of the joyed.
KO Kit ES DISTRICT.
The following letter was written reWilley family, as there given, is quite
a
is
big
Ellingwood
doing
Joseph
similar to the one given by Rev. G. B. cently by little Jonnette Warren of Westbusiness cutting and yarding lumber. Willey, whose book we were so fortunate brook, five years old, to lier younger
He has let his pulp wood to I. H. KUing- as to read soon after its publication.
sister, Georgia Warren, visiting her
wood and Howard McAlister to haul to
But although the Willey disaster was grandparents, Rev. A. W. Pottle and
South Paris this winter.
such a melancholy and fatal event, it wife: "Georgia, I miss you. Are you
Thanksgiving brings the children was hardly more than than a drop in the well? I do not feel well. Do you feel
A family gatheriug at A. E. bucket compared to the destruction of well? Jennotte and Martha and Sally are
home.
Dean's and a good time enjoyed by all. Goldan and two other villages in Switz- ill. Baby is all right. Do you feel all
erland by a similar cause, containing right? I will kiss yon when I meet you.
West Sumaer.
nearly 1500 persons, on the 3d of Sep- I think you are having a good time. Are
you having a good time? I don't think
C. E. Dunham and
family spent tember, 1806. Whoever has The AmeriClass Book may find its his- so. Is the snow on the ground? Don't
Thanksgiving with his father and moth- can First
in detail, commencing on page 347. stay to Grandpa Pottle's too long. Don't
er, H. W. Dunham and wife, North tory
Then follows a poem entitled: Lament you think I will miss you? But if you
Paris.
«»ο I think so.
Georgia I
There was also a family party at Fred of a Swiss Minstrel over the Ruins of don't think
have my birthday Tuesday. Tour birthParrar's, composed of the brother· and Goldan, by Neal.
I
think
Scott Merrill and Frank Herrick of day will be next summer,
yon
sisters of Mrs. Farrar.
ate their Norway came up Thursday on a deer don't think so do you? Tour sister
Alton Tork and family
Jknxktte.
Bennett
at
the
stopped over night
Thanksgiving dinner with Alphonso hunt, and
returned the next day without
Mr. J. C. Heald and wife had for
place
Hazelton and wife.
Frank York and wife visited her sister any game. This is being written Friday. Thanksgiving guests all tbeir children
wheeld
on
And
now
are
they
and grandchildren, also Mr*. Melissa
going
and husband in Paris.
Xahura Morrill and family, Howard and runners and find it hard traveling Cresey and Mr. Winchester Cary.
either
way.
Mr. Charles Withington, wife and
Curtis and wife, and Lawyer Andrews of
went to Lewiston
Report has it that Frank Ring was daughter Clara,
Portland met with David Andrews and
married on Thanksgiving day, but to Thursday after their Thanksgiving dinwife.
F. J. Brown and wife and M. C. Bar- whom, where, or by whom, report saith ner and took in the theatre, returning
rows and family took dinner with Horace not.
Friday. Tbey report a pleasant time.
Barrows and wife.
Denmark.
Several cou plea from this place atNorth Paris.
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, will
tended the dance at East Sumner the visit Pearl
J. Abbott has been seriously ill
Brownfield,
Leroy
Tuesday
Lodge,
22d, also the dance at North Buckfleld evening, Dec. 4th.
the past week but is improving.
the night before Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Dunham and son
There wai a large attendance at the
mnch
were
The people of this vicinity
Thanksgiving ball Thursday evening in were in Portland Wednesday.
of
death
of
the
sudden
to
bear
pained
Mrs. R. H. Spinney of Sanford is visitOdd Fellows1 Ball.
Music, Ingalls'
Benjamin, son of E. O. Doble, who re- orchestra. A good supper in the ban- ing her daughter, Mrs. L. J. Abbott.
sided in Auburn. The funeral service*
quet hall was served at intermission.
were held Wednesday, Nov. 28th, at the
A large number of hunters were out
A very happy gathering at Mr. and
Bapttat church in West Sumner, and the the 20th looking for deer, but aa yet no
Mrs. M. S. Bnbier's on Thanksgiving
interment was at Pleasant Pond cemeone has reported ss being lucky enough
Day consisted of Mrs. Bubier's mother,
tery.
to get one.
Mrs. Mary A. Denh am, Mrs. Evie LapMr. I. H. Berry has made some addipin, Master Roger Lappin, Helen Lappin
East Bethel.
tions to hia hardware store.
and Charles Fickett of Woodstock, Mr.
Mr. Wm. C. Ordwav and Miss Flora
A flock of wild geese were seen flying
and Mrs. C. E. Hadley, Master Leon
Hamden were married in Dover, Ν. H.,
southward the 28th.
Hadley, Alton Hadley, Albert Hadley,
Thanksgiving day pa—ed very quietly the 31st of October.
Lena Hadley, Ida Hadley, and Mr. and
and pleasantly; a number entertained
Mrs. Frank York, ail of Somner.
Northwest Bethel.

Bennett wae at home ffor Good Will Hall Wednesday evening,
of the UniThanksgiving from the University of Dec. 12th, for the benefit
I tec 4.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Parla.
versalist
Sunday School. The com*unual state <lalry meeting, Farm
Dec ♦. 5, β
mittees appointed and the entertainment
οι ft.
W.
i », 13.—Annual exhibition of Maine I
Dec.
class at the University of Maine was at will be by the children.
State Poultry Association, Portland.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury bas given up
his borne for Thanksgiving.
her position at the central telephone
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The regular monthly meeting of
E.
directors of the Pari· Hill Library As»o- office at West Sumner. Mr. Walter
will be held on Wednesday, Ricker, who for some time has been
One Pair of Eyes.
has
Years on 75 Cents Repaire.
December 5th, in Hamlin Memorial Hall clerk in S. T. White's drug store,
Children Pur Sets.
there to take the possition. Irwin
*
gone
Winter
Underwear.
Heavy
to clerk
Announcements have been received Lowe from North Paris is going
Pillow Tops, Ac.
The Christmas Choice.
for Mr. White.
by friends here of the

™a"'*tiVhite

Μ'ϊΜ'
«^££*1
Mr?

Out of Sorts.
llyomel Cures Catarrh.
Toothache.
Liquor Cases.
For Sale.
Lost.
3 Petitions for Discharge in
For Service.
for Sale.

Bankruptcy.

A Peace Celebration.

fTbe following nccount of a celebration at the
close of tbe clvl: war was written for the LewieJournal by William Klcknell, Esq., who whs
for many years the Hartford corre«pondent of
the Democrat as well as other papers. It Is republished now, as many, especla ly of the older
rentiers, may be Interested In It.)

ton

Hag-raising at Mount Pleasant,
May Day, 1S61, it was resolved to adthe
meeting till tbe rebellion was
journ
crushed. Upon the fall of Richmond the
At a

chairman gave notice of said adjournment.
Upon Mount Pleasant on May
Day morn the stars and stripes were for
the tiret time dung to the breeze. Four
years ago May Day was so cold and
blustering the dag was raised at the foot
of the mountain, now at the top, emblematical of the advancement of Freedom.
When at the base there was a dark stain
upon its (olds, now it was made white
by the blood of thousands of good citizens, from the most obscure individual
to him whose death caused the great
heart of the nation to sigh. At the appointed hour the people marched in two
divisions, (the ladies carrying banners
bearing appropriate mottoes in letter· of
cedar, supported by our honored tiags,)
at the sound of martial music to the
speakers' stand, which was decorated
with evergreen, surmounted with dags.
On the front "(Sod Grant Victory,"
"'"6," surrounded with stare, "Union
Above the speakers was a
Forever."
beautiful banner bearing this sentence in
the shape of a harp, "Columbia weeps
for thee." with a black and white star in
the center. On the reverse, "Our trust
is in God," in letters of blue on white
ground, within a circle of red, with a
May wreath.
ORDER OP EXERCISES.

Prayer by the Rev. Mr. Willey of Sum-

remarks and poem by
Williaro Bicknell of Hartford; "America" by the choir; address by the Rev.
Mr. Thompson of Auburn.
It was one of the speaker's best efforts,
when his whole soul is in the work. It
was worthy the speaker, the cause, tbe
occasion and the audience.
"We are marching down to Dixie's
land," by llartford Glee Club; remarks
by Rev. Mr. Barrows of Sumner. They
were Hke coals of lire from the altar of
Liberty. "Brother when will you come
back?" by the club; remarks by Rev.
Mr. Willey, they were from a live soul, in
a live cause, to live hearers; "The long
night is ending," by the club; remarks
and poem by Sampson Turner, Esq. His
words were sharper than a two edge
sword; "We are marching on to Richmond," by the club.
The choir then invited all to repair,
ner:

introductory

*

Κ

λ

ίαΚΙαα

βτΚιλΚ

decorated and supplied with tbat
taste and skill only known to ladies,
whose hearts are warm in a great and
were

glorious principle. The meeting then
without day, by the
was adjourned,
audience singing "Old Hundred."
The assembly then gathered around
the feutal board and after a blessing was
invoked by the orator of the day, partook with a relish of the free will offering. Then amidst soul stirring music
warm

exchanged
heart could speak that

congratulations

where heart to

were

those who had
loved ones leave all to battle for freedom.
The speaking was of high order, music
soul stirring, singing excellent, and the
performance of Miss Julia Robinson,
of Hartford, at the melodeon superb.
Habtkokd.

language only known

to

State Orange at Augusta.
)
Augusta Boakd of Trade.
Augusta, Maine, Nov. 28, 1906. )
To the Patrons of Husbandry :
Early last summer the Augusta Board
of Trade, recognizing the splendid proportions reached by the Maine State
Grange and its importance as a factor in
the industrial and commercial life of our
state, extended to you, through your executive committee, an invitation to hold
your next annual meeting in the city of
Augusta. The invitation was accepted
by the executive committee.
The time is now drawing near when
the session is to be held and it is the
purpose of the Augusta Board of Trade
to do everything in its power to make
the nineteen hundred and six meeting
the largest yet held; and to that end onr
invitation, already extended, ia now exto the subordinate
tended directly

Granges.

The officers and members of the Board
of Trade comprising the entire body ol
our business and professional men, the
mayor and the municipal officers, in their
official capacity, will spare no pains in
making the visit of the Patrons ol
Husbandry at the State Capital pleasant

and profitable.
Augusta stands second to

no

other

in the state in its loyalty to agricultural interests and in the fellowship
of her citizens towsrds men of every
occupation. As the State Capital, she
takes just pride in her public institutions
and in her progremiive and enterprising
The state house, the
business men.
soldiers' home at Togus, the Maine in-

city

sane

«I«|

Camm|»g.

Τ

hospital, public library,

our

pub-

lishing houses, our manufacturing industries and large and well equipped retail business houses, all units in offering
to you inducements to help make this
annual meeting the most successful in
the history of your order.
The officers of the Board of Trade will
the
spare no pains in entertaining you,

custodians of public buildings will throw
open their doors to you, and oar citizens
generally wiM meet you with a spirit of
fellowship and hospitality. This invitation is extended to you, your wives,
your sons and daughtera and jour
friends.

Respectfully your·,

Frank L. Drrrox,

Secretary.

by

Commander Peary

passed

through

Maine Tuesday on his way to Nsw Ton,
and waa given a lively reception at
Brunswick by the boys of Bowdoin Col·
lego, of which Institution be Is an

alnaaua.

Byron.

Falls, and daughter, Mrs. Adna
Coding, of Livermore Centre, with tbeir
families, Ε, E. Knapp snd family of
Byron and Dr. Taylor and wife partook
of a bountiful Thanksgiving dinner with
more

Πβ received several presents and
a beautifully decorated birthday cake.
R. E. Taylor and family of Roxbury
spent several days at Jotham Shaw's
Mrs. Taylor hunted conlast week.
siderably but failed to bring in a deer.
Mrs. Guy Herrick visited Rumford
him.

Thanksgiving

mother.

Boxes
"Thanksgiving
containing
chcer" were sent by the Ladies' Congregationalist Circle and Christian Endeavor
Society to the sick and aged.
The ladles' circle will meet with Mrs.
Cyrus S. Hayes.
Walter E. Dawes and wife of Auburn
spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. Mary
Dawes.
Mr. and Mrs. Sturtevant of Auburn
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Eeene.

®J°y

d^*erJ'J}

«"·ί

Maine New· Note*.
James Babb, aged 82 years, committed
suicide at the home of his eon, George
S. Babb in Old Town Friday by hanging,
supposed In a fit of despondency.
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I am no scientist, only an observer; but
Mr. N. F. Swan started for California
the 26th, where he intends to speed the some one aaka what destroys the hornets'
Bosia
nests, and I think it it is the blue jay
winter. He will visit relatives
ton and Washington on his way there.
bird·, and they do it alter the frosty
Falls
Rumford
of
Miss Amy Bartlett
days and nighta come in order to get the
High School passed the Thanksgiving hornets which have remained inside and
are benumbed with oold.
Now, John, if
holidays at her home here.
Mrs. J. L. Holt entertained a party of I am wrong In my belief please let me

eleven Thanksgiving day.
Alder River Orange held a very interacting meeting the 23d. Two candidates were inatrucUd ia the different
dsgrssa, followed by a very pleasing
I literary programme. Seven new nem! hers have reoeatly joined the order.
Bora Nov. 90, to the wife of Lament·

Cola,

a

daughter.

down easy.
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Small were np this
way the 27th.
Stearns Brothers are in the woods for
the winter.

Sehool closed for

Thanksgiving time.

week's recess at
Miss Ruth Bean as

a

teacher has done good work, although
her school wm broken up by m—Is·.

parently

shower bath.
Whenever they are near the water
at breeding time they deposit long,
slimy strings of eggs, and the young
toad has to go through the tadpole
Btage in common wlth'hls brother frog.

But when they are wholly excluded by
distance from the water they seem to
hnve the power of being viviparous,
or bringing forth their young alive.
In the water fertilization Is effected
in the same manner us in fishes, but
the method In the land life career is

not known. About all that is known
is that routined toads are found with
little toads, 110 larger than house flies,
about them after a time, and in walled
gardens and places far removed from
water little toads, no larger than peas,
wanderiug around on their own resources and which could uever have

'ont of sorts."
In nine cases ont of ten this condition
■ the direct result of
a weakened
tomach, and when the digestive organs
xe strengthened with Mi-o-na there will
te no distress, dizziness, nausea, head·
«he, etc., and the old time energy, force,
trength and happy spirits will soon re-

CtD«

It
ibsolutely strengthens all the organs of
Mi-o-na Is not a mere

ligastion,

family

or near

relatives.

Charles A. Tarbox of Buxton

was

klll-

|

about forty years of age, and leaves
a widow and one son.

I

James Googin, aged 50, an employe in a
Camden woolen mill, committed suicide
Friday by shooting through the head

was

Tne cause was given
A widow, two
sons and a daughter survive.
with a revolver.

as

temporary insanity.

The town of Bridgton by an emphatic
majority at a special town meeting voted
to raise $3,500 by loan to subscribe for
capital stock in the proposed Portland
and Northern Railroad, an electric road
which it is planned to build from South
Windham to Bridgton.
Calvin Austin, who Is now president
of four big steamship companies, comprising a fleet of more than 50 vessels,
to say nothing of his active concern in
lines, is a native of
I half a dozen smaller
Fryeburg, Me., and when 10 years of
seek his
age left that place for Boston to
1
fortune. That was just 34 years ago.
He began as an office boy to toe omce 01
Sanford's Independent line at a small
salary.
Searsport, in Waldo County, it is said,
claims to be one of the healthiest towne
in the state. It is said there never has
been a case of typhoid fever in the town,
except that it has been brought there
from some other place. The condition
of affairs is attributed by a local physician to the absence of wells in the
town. There is hardly a dozen of these
sources of water supply in the town.
Practically all the drinking water ueed,
new water
up to the installment of the
system, has been cistern water.

MinotSt. Clair Francis, the mulatto
who made such a daring escape from the
state prison at Thomaston, Nov. 12th,

the officers at
few miles northwest of BanHe was
gor, last Wednesday morning.
utterly exhausted and footsore, and was
easily taken. About seven o'clock that
morning be called at a house in Glenburn, admitted his identity, and asked
for something to eat. He was fed and
given permission to sleep in the bay in
the barn. The woman of the house then
sent word to the officers, who were following bis trail in that vicinity, and in a
few hours he was again in custody. The
one
escape and chase of Francis makes
of the most exciting chapters in the
criminal history of Maine. In freezing
weather, and with his escape discovered
in a few minutes, Francis managed to
elude the officers for almost sixteen day*,
although hundreds were searching for
him. In that time ho traveled over a
hundred miles on foot and behind three
stolen horses, broke into several houses
and stores and secured food and clothing, had his feot badly frozen and was
several times within sight and sound of
the men who were hunting him. If it
had been comfortable weather it is doubtful whether he would ever have been
was

finally captured by

Olenburn,

a

taken.

The Litchfields at Hebron.

The finest entertainment of the school
term, so far, was given before the students and people of this vicinity Monday evening, Nov. 20, by the Neil Litchfield Trio- of Boston. The programme
consisted of humorou* songs, costumed
impersonations, recitals, violin solos and
imitation», together with a laughable
comedy called "Down at Brook Farm."
Mr. Litchfield is a fine impersonator
of character, which, joined to his untalent for humor, kept his
audience in a state of laughter the entire
evening. Mrs. Litchfield, being perfeot
mistress of the violio, rendered several
fine solos and Imitations, her imitation
of the pipe organ being especially fine
and pleasing. Miss Abble Litchfield, at
the piano, proved herself a graceful and
accomplished mnsioian. The Hebron
entertainments aro usually very good,
but this one was exceptionally fine.
Iba Gebtbudk Whitman.

disputed

4
a

good appetite, strong
(

Lamps with fine etched
globes, $4.50 to $7.00.

Foxliound·,
or

Orlflaal of
"Highland Mary."
The original of "Highland Mary"
was Mary Campbell, a highland lassie
who was a servant at (,'ustle Mont-

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,

6 months,
Call to see

trial.
F. E. SANBORN,
Denmark, Me.
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thing

makes
which
The

The Christmas Choice

work-

to have been deeper
than any he ever felt before or after.
Years later, when he was married and

Campltell p.ppeara

years after use as it
present for every one.

PRETTY
HOLLY
BOX

EARLY GENIUS.
Ken Who Were Ιοαηβ I· Yeara, bot
Old In Hour».

THE DENTIST,

Maine.

South Paris,

Tenney,

Come in and let

epochal experiment

friction when but
older when he
made his tiret communication to the
Royal society uud was in his twentyseventh year when he first actively
espoused the uudulutory theory. Fresnel was twenty-six when he made his
first important discoveries In the same
field, nud Arugo, who ut once became
his champion, was then but two years

Young

was no

his senior.
Forbes wns under thirty when he discovered the polarization of heat, which
pointed the way to Mohr, then thlr-

ty-oue, to the mechanical equivalent.
Joule was twenty-two in 1840, when
his great work was begun, and Mayer,

whose discoveries date from the same
was
year, was then twenty-six, which
also the age of Ilelmholtz when he
published his independent discovery
William Thomson
Of the same law.
was a youth just past his majority
when he came to the aid of Joule before the British society and but seveq
older when he formulated his

years

doctrine of dissipation of energy.
Ant\ Clausius and Ruukine, who are
usually mentioned with Thomson as

own

the

great

developers of thermo-dy-

unmlcs, were both far advanced wun
their novel studies before they were
thirty. We inny woll agree with the
father of Inductive science that "the
man who is j-oung In years may be
old In hours."—Exchange.

CHINESE SKILL WITH AXES.
Carpeutrri of Cathay Will Compare
With Occidental·.
In judging the performance of the
native Chlueie workman It Is almost
to avoid the popular bias

impossible

tbf.t addiction to their own methods
and tools luvarlably bespeaks fatuous
conservation. Though this la in mangeuses true, It will often be found ou
careful observation -that what has pass
vd for η stubborn bllnduess to the virtue of Innovation is in reality a keener
perception of comparative merits than
the judge himself was aware of.
This is particularly true of Chinese
carpenters. While most of their com
mouer.t tools differ in some radical
bi
way from our own, It Is never safe
assume the superiority of the western

a. m.

to

8

glasses fitted
ing daytime.

and

plain
Every

most
zine.

bewildering,—Engineering MagaThe Great

Dastard.

The great bustard (Otis tarda), a bird
atlll found in the southern provinces of
(Russia. Is the heaviest European fowl.
3η size It exceeds the Norwegian blackcock. The old males attain a weight of
thlrty-flve pounds, and where food Is
plentiful specimens weighing thirtyeight pounds and even forty pounds

have been captured. These bird· have
disappeared from western Europe,
where once tney were almost as numerous as partridges, and are seen only In
small flocks In the sand hills skirting
the lower valley of the Dnieper and
here and there aloug the north coast of
the Caspian. The hen lays eggs as big
as ordinary pears. ▲ larger and heavier bird, the cassowary, Is incapable of
flight, but It can kick with the
strength of a mule and uses the sharp,
bony quills of Its wings as a cock osas

Hours, 10:30
examined free
well in the even-

13th.
Eyes
as

pen

guaranteed

AT

F. A.

to

give satisfaction.

$6.00
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F. A SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

1831

52 Years on 75 Gent

a separator that will do '>2 years'
work io a ten-cow dairy on 75 cents for repairs?
The laaMorever Sharpies Tubular is just that
kind. Here's the record of a Dairy Tubular that
did work equal to 52 years' service in a ten-cow
dairy with only 75 cents repairs and ten minutes

Would you like

ADUTTSDLT TBI

Leadlnf Agricultural Journal of tHe World

Every department written by specialist*, the
highest authorities in their respective line·.
No other paper prétende to compere with It
In qualification* of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

adjustment.

j

WISH TO

б,837.480

3,496,000,000

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to RAISEUS OF LAUGÎB CLUBS.

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

Four Month# Trial Trip 50 cents.

WHITE FUR ROBES

SPECIMEN COPIES

will be mailed free on request. It will pay any
to
body interested in any way In country Hie
send for them. Address the publishers :

—

FOR THE

—

BABY'S CARRIAGE OR SLEIOH.
to
My line is larger than ever. I have all grades from $2.00
with
fur
lama
white
is
a
robe
robe,
best
selling
$600. My
hole in the center for the baby, that I am selling for $5.00.
Call and see my robes before you buy.

For Sale.

Pair of heavy horses, weighing
or will exchange
2500. Price $ιςο,
for a pair of cattle.
A. O. CORBETT,
South Paris.

6 1-2 quarts
About S minutes
10 minutes
75 cents

from a frictiongears—a simple bowl suspended
less ball-bearing. Call and look at them—get all
the facte.

51agls 6sbserl|>tloa, 91.601
Two Subscriptions, $1.601
five Subscriptions, |i.M.

Albany, Ν. X·

Oil used.
Time oiling,
Time adjusting.

Tubulars are different from all other sepa·
ratora. Dairy Tubulars have waist low supply
cans—wholly enclosed and entirely self-oiling

KEEP VP WITH THE TIHES.

W Subscription" taken ut tais office.

а,6oo
>,.140,000

Repairs,

INDISPENSABLE TO

LUTHER TUCKER & SON,

Hours In use,
Pounds separated.

Turns of crank,
Turns of bowl.

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO

fine assortment of

SHURTLEFF&CO.,

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,
AXD

our

THE*PHARMACIES

3 STORES,

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

show you

$2.50 TO

Norway,

as

{MrfflHT1·
JAMES N. FAVOR,
Xorwav. Maine.
OX Main St..

Men's

product. Their small ax, for example,
is a beautifully bulauced tool, and they
are remarkably adept In the use of it.
being able to work as true a surface
Therewith as cuu be obtaiued with an

adz iu the hands of the white man.
On heavy work It Is customary for
two to hew together on opposlto sides,
(striking alternate blows. Both hands
are used, and the recover Is over the
tshouhler, alternate right and left.
There is a freedom of swing with an
accuracy of delivery that Is a treat to
watcli, and the rapidity of blows is al-

Dec.

p. m.

us

these world-famed Fountain Pens in a variety of points,
the clip-cap.
or gold mounted, with or without

Oculist.

Will be at Elm House,

Thursday,

MSSSIS^

The Christmas Choice

CHAS. L. BUCK,
Dr. Austin

to-day—Waterman's Ideal—is as good
is when bought. The practical Xmas

Pen of

Ç The Fountain

The whole crown
to do
can be built up and made
many years service
When having teeth filled the patient will do well to leave the matter of material with the dentist.
We have had years of study and
experience and should be pleased to
examine your teeth and advise you.

appoint- ing condition.

ment 011 the second Sunday.of May
in a sequestered spot by the bunks of
the Ayr, where we silent a day In taking a farewell before she should embark for the west highlands to arrange
mutters among her friends for our projected change of life. At the close of
the autumn following she crossed the
Keu to meet me at Greenock, where
the had scarce lunded when she was
seized with a malignant fever, which
hurried my dear girl to her grnve liefore I could eveu hear of her illness."
The love which Burns felt for Mary

twenty.

F. Δ. 8HURTLEFF & CO.

Having Teeth Filled

badly decay·
why they

Davy made liU
of melting ice by

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

warning

a

good

met by

SQUARE],

that the teeth f, Δ. SHURTLEFF & CO.
proof of neg·
lect. Should sweet or sour, heat or
cold affect the teeth it is evidence of
decay. Many have an unjust prejudice against

only

became acgomery, with whom Burns
and
but it is the proper
quainted during his residence at Moss- a
solid tooth of one
the
llnee,
addressed
he
giel. To her
would otherwise be useless.
"Wili .\e go to the Indies, my Mary?"
fact that teeth are
and many others. In a note to one of mere
his potins on Mary, Burns says: "After ed is not a sufficient reason
long time of the most ardent cannot be restored to a good
a
we

complete for $1.39.
Vase

For Sale.
them,

No. 2 centre draft, easy to rewick,
LO in. dome shade and chimney,

A good assortment of Parlor

ng Mi-o-na.

thoroughbred females,
working finely, $6.

First-class Nickel Lamp, regular

need attention but is

MARY CAMPBELL

$600,000

Thursday by falling from his wagon
loaded with coal, the wheel passing over
his head and causing instant death. He
ed

■

eat.

is not

prclty
reciprocal feeling

SILK FLOSS PILLOWS.

A large box of Ml-o-na stomach tabets is sold for 60 cent by F. A. Shurth ff
fe Co., with an absolute guarantee that
;he money will be refunded unless the
-emedy cures. You run no risk in bny-

been tadpoles, are within common ex-

perience.

AND

and the power to digest any food

terves

rou

restores

digestive.

Week.

PILLOW TOPS

The people who are mostly la need of
ympatby and medical care are not those
rho are really sick, but the ones who
xe dragging themselves around, just

of a locomotive and a car at Belfast.

The corner stone of the new

^Mr'TndMrs.

™."οη

Itnown to every garden lover. Whenever there Is a shower the creature
leaves its cool retreat under the plazsa
Dr shed and stauds as far as Its fore
legs will let it, erect in the rain, apenjoying to the utmost the

MOST IN NEED 0» CAB·.

was

Cumberland County court house in
Portland was laid Wednesday, with ceremonies in which the principal speaker
was Chief Justice Wiswell.
John Edwards, aged 75, a ship workMonman, was struck by a train at Bath
day while walking on the track, and died
two hours later from his Injuries. He

«PJ-1'l ««"j"·

Cousins

It is remarkable tliat the toad, lovwater as It does, should wander
to dry
nvay from watery regions
aound, where It can never see a drop
it water except at rain time and leave
Its water rights to the undisputed possession-of Its ranal neighbor the frog.
EIow the toad loves water must be

ing

1 'BOPLK ROT BULL! SICK AME OFTU

had a family, her memory Inspired the
and
seriously,
pathetic lines "To Mnry In Heaven,"
Wyman
melperhaps fatally injured Thursday morn- which brenthe the soul of tender
ing by being jammed between the bump- uncboiv.—London Tit-Bits.
Clarenoe F.

RIMr

'°There
wh^ch

Creator·.

The Laaale Who Waa the

Miss Stella Walker of Portland is visiting relatives here.
Carl Edwards and wife of Portland
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs.
E. W. Edwards.
Miss Foster of Bridgton, teacher of
the intermediate school, will be unable
to resume her* school after the week'e
vacation on account of the illness of her

IMowojl

*'Mt.D.iv.

Houghton.

Rev. Mr. Newport preached a Thanksgiving sermon Sunday morning at the
Congregational church.

Ao^.O'J.

%LhrSi«;c«i
3~ί"ο£«?30°' ill

at

Oxford.

0<»«.™»,

AL0^'b.

Penllat
ι lotnc of the OddltlM of TkU

Special-=This

OUT OF SORTS.

WAYS OF THE TOAO.

Falls last Friday.
Mrs. L. W. Smith of Canton spent

g»*"?j

LcèïcMIud

Tuesday with

Mrs. H. A. Cushman is home from
Auburn, where she has been visiting a
few weeks.

Sun^

Oxford's Products Farthest North. their relatives.

It is worth mentioning again just now
that Commander Peary, in his trip in
which he reached a poin: above the
eighty-seventh parallel of latitude, was
A. M. Donaupplied with snowshoes
has· of Norway, and with sledges by the
of
South
Paria.
Pari· Manufacturing Co.
So theae two town· have the honor of
being represented, by their industries,
at the "farthest north."

young daughter.
The Ladies' Circle met
Mrs. H. K. Stearns.

George Taylor ia at home from West
pressed ready to ship on the cars.
who
came to Paris for a few days' hunting.
the
many
guests
Among
A little snow Tuoeday night and
their Bethel homes to spend Thanksus
sleighing for
giving were Dr. F. I. Brown and family Wedneaday gave
of South Portland, who came to visit Thanksgiving.
Nov. 20th being A. S. Young's birthMrs. Brown's parents, Hon. and Mrs. J.
day he planned a family reunion, and
M. Philbrook.
children and relaUnion services were held in the Uni- sent invitations to his
sickness and busiversalist church Thanksgiving morning. tives, but owing to
unable
Rev. Mr. Colson preached an interesting ness duties, some of them were
to attend. His son Charles, of Liversermon.

I elsie

—

Hebron.
▲ very pleasing entertainment wu
riven here Monday evening by the Nell
Litchfield Trio entertainer*.
Nathaniel Baoon and Ansel Skolfield
Mr.
ipent Saturday and Sunday at
Baoon'· home In Mercer. Mr. Skolfield
returned to bis home in Cundy'a Harbor Tuesday.
Misa Bertha Packard went to New
Fork this week to riait her sister, Mrs.
W. W. Hansoora.
Little Miss Florence Hockaday has
pone to her home in New Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Bearce have a

Overcoats
all the snap and dasli that the
b st tailors can work into them.
new
It's time now to think about your

WITH
coat.

We've

to show

a

splendid

All kinds

line of
are

new

coats

here from the

you.
coat to the new formloose-back
long,
fitting French back coat. All prices up
to

$32.

LOT of black kersey
QNE
OVERCOATS, MEDIUM LENGTH,

REGULAR $10.00 VALUE, WHILE
ALL SIZES
THEY LAST FOR $7.
AT PRESENT.

H. B. FOSTER,
One-Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

Died of HU Injuriée.
his spun.
Arthur M. Perkins, an engineer in the
Graated la idvaaM.
mill of the Oxford Paper Co. at Bumford
The young doctor who had lately setSTATB OF ΠΑΙΝΙ·
Falls, was injured while working about
a paper machine in the mill on Friday, tled in Shrabville had ample opportuthe 23d, being struok by a belt hook nities to learn humility if nothing else
North Stonebain.
Clerk'· 0«ee, 8αρ. J ad. Court.
OXFORD, η.
which crushed his skull. For a time
One day he was
Pull. He.. Not. 19.1006.
Blanche Adamite at home from Nor- hopes were entertained of his recovery, In his chosen field.
re·
The
following Ιΐςnor cum sot pravloailr of
an elderly man, who reballed
by
in
will
baok
tern
She
a
vacation.
on
go
way
but he did not regain consolousnea·, and
were nol proe'd at Um October
him
to step in and see his
two weeks to her sohool.
quested
Il
court:
died the Monday morning following.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Adams bad a He leave· a widow.
State τ». Henry M. Douglaa, common teller.
wife, who was ailing. At the close of
State tb. PrentlM Fogg, alngle tale.
Their
reunion
Thanksgiving.
bis visit the young doctor asked for a
family
State
▼*■ John Wlakont, applt, S caaea, alngle
LONG TENNESSEE FIGHT.
seven children with their families were
the
word
with
man.
tale.
private
eslsFor twenty year* W. L. Bawl·, of
all there, making in ail twenty-four.
State
ra. Tito Stnopole, applt. aearch and
"Your wife's caae is somewhat comore.
Wm. Gammon, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Bell·, Tenn., fought natal catarrh. He
and
renrch
he aald. "and with your perState τ». Thorn·· Demorte, applt.,
Hilton, W. W. Durgin and Mr. and Mrs. write·: "The a welling and soreness inalde plicated,"
•eteu·.
to call the Brooklike
I
should
mission
le.
m
till
I
Frank Keniston of Lovell were invited my nose waa fearful,
began applyState τ·. Krneu C. Pen ley, applt, alngle
State τ». Walter Κ. Fry·, applt. Intoxication.
to dinner Thanksgiving at H. B. Mo- ing Bucklen'a Arnica Salve to the sore field physician In consultation."
State va. Mrs. Agneaia Draggle, applt, S
"Permission 1" echoed the man indigKeen's.
surface; this caused the sorene·· and
caaea, alngle ttihr
Eva McAllister of Waterford is visit- •welling to disappear, never to return.1' nantly. "I told her 1 knew she ought
Ο. Γ WHITMAN.
at
V.
▲.
96o.
Mr.
Mrs.
exlatenee.
her
and
C.
la
Beet
salve
J,
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Clerk S. J. Court
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Co,,
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afraid you'd be offended
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REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD

or TIMBER LOT, or any other
If you want to SELL your FARM, WOOD
the State of Maine, or want to BUY any
kind of REAL ESTATE, aituated within
It coata the buyer nothing.
fill
can
requirement·.
I
your
kind of REAL ESTATE,
I can «ave you monej.
«ell
I
unieaa
property.
your
It coata the aeller nothing

Write

or

telephone

me

and I will give you full

partioulara.

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,
Oxford, Maine.

Arthur Ε. Clark bu returned to his

fît Oxtovd Imunt

work in

BromptonviHe, Quebec.

C. ▲. Jordan of Boston visited relatives ia town over Thanksgiving.

I

S. F. Davis took dinner with hi· father,
I'PPKB PAKT or COLBY HOUSE BUBNED :
H. C. Davis, of Norway, on Thanksgiving

BONDS.

Mitt Farrar's Skchi.
Misa Oeraldlne Firm, the jouag
Amtricu girl who baa bad snob a won-

NORWAY.

A Zero Weather Fire.

Walter Peaalee of Roche·ter, Ν. Η.,
baa vUited relative· bare recently.

CHDBCHKS.

^

BLUE 8TORE8.

auocaaa aa a ■ infer, and luu bean
Secoml Congregational Church, Ββν. Β. β. derful
Piachlu Mrrloe Sunday, prima donna of tbe Royal Opera flouae
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Day.
10J0A.M.;8abbeti>eeho0U'J0M.; T. ft. in Berlin, Germany, for eome time,
Guy W. Farrar baa been at home from
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•οι-Tu ranis rosr officje.
made ber first appearance in America at
Charles A. Hereey, who occupied a
Bowdoin College for the paat week.
ing. 7 «0 P. M ; regular weekly Prayer MeeOif.
tbe Metropolitan Opera Uonae in New
tenement in the Colby house, bas gone
Tueaday evening.
Ο β ce Hour» : 7 JO a. M. to 7 JO p. ■.
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and
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SOUTH_PABIS.

Town Bonds,

Heavy Winter Underwear.

County Bonds,

■

Water Bonds.

I

tears

Ser

I

Norway

National Bank

—

just

give

Boys' Underwear.

Men Have Various Likes in Underwear.

—

Discharge.

Bankrupt's

gle

Wright's

$1.50

GORDON

$I.JO,

$3

ON UNDERWEAR.

DONT

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Norway.

(2 Stores, )

South Paris,

Walk Over Shoes, $3.50, $4.00
and $5.00. Fitzu, $3.50 and $4.00.
Iroquois, $3.00. Other lines for

—

$2.50, $2.00, and $1.50.
Every

price.

Company,

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

j

NORWAY, MAINE

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Children Fur Sets.^^

of|

..

THE LITTLE ONE.

MORE PLEASING

j

Thanksgiving

mm ■.

Main Street,

Afalno·

Norway,

JOHN

WARM FOOTWEAR

I

large line of
Footwear that will keep
We have

your feet

fortable

Sale.

winter.

a

warm

during

and

the

price.

Service

good

plain

DONT
SWEAR!

pounds

cold

$2.50

^iu·.]0"

Sale.

com-

$1.50

Lumbermen's Wool Boots,
Rubbers, Moccasins, Overshoes, &c.

just

J

wrapped

The Crocker

pair

J.

Fountain Pen

Warm and Dry

Ladies'Fur Driving Coats,

Overshoes and Rubbers

Goodyear Glove

From

Rubber Co.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

Dealer

up-to-

I

F. PLUMMER,

$22 to $25.

Ladies' Long Coats,
From

ίΛ Wool Dress Goods.

«Tolin Pierce,

HYOMEI CURES CATARRH.

BciïoVD

■

nSt'

T^ofonr

$6 to $26.

raca^on

thousand

TTq

25c. to

$1.50.

Qaavi

Republican,

Arp Vnn NppHîtio·
CUUlUg

rj

II

I

I

S. B. & 1, S. Prince.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.
the

Unsaspected

Gomapoadenoe on topic· of Interest to the ladle·

of numerous little things
that go wrong with children.
When a child is tick yom
think that its sickness is
caused by warns, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
of three quartes of all the ills of childhood,
ν
Children, and often-times adults feel out of sorts, are
pirritable, feel listless and tmrefreshed in the morning ; suffer with
w
indigestion, have a variable appetite, fool tongue, offensive breath ;
>hard and full belly, with occasional pipings and pains shout the navel; eyes
heavy, and dull; itching of the nose ; short, dry cough; grinding of the teeth;
slow fever ; and often in children, convulsions in tie majority of cast* the
cause of all the trouble is WM though you may notsospect their prtstace.

*oUolted· Addre·· : Kdltor BOOUDtf
Coldmk, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parts, Me.
U

rarely

A Norse on Meuto·.
Meatle· is an acute febrile disease, affecting in a access I re stages the ma cous
membranes and the skin. Characterised
by catarrhal symptoms from the begin-

888.—Dlmmomd.
L A letter in firstly.
2. A dispensation.
3. Congelation of fluids.
Ho.

4. Bequest
5. A letter In firstly.

ning, it is highly contagions, and occurs,
rale, but once in the same person.
Until about the eighteenth oentury
measles was not clearly distinguished
from small pox, of which it was generally regarded as a peculiar and benign
as a

No. Uti^Aataaa (MtH.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

η

a pure «rentable compound, has been the standard
household remoljr kin ce 1851; It never fail* to
expel not only worms but all waste matter, leaving the Mou-1 rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular aud the whole system strong
and healthy.
The mother who gives her children Dr. True's
lltxir regularly is wise, becau.se it not only increases the api>ctite, acts as a preventative of
t->n;hs. cold, tever and worms but gives rugged,

manifestation.
It is widely prevalent and chiefly
fects children. It is rare among adults,
but when it attacks them is usually

severe.

a

The Roofing With

Roofing-

Money-back
Guaranty

Paroid Lasts

Longest

BUY

MAXIM

[·

A LOW PRICE

—

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

—

—

Paris,

SON, Agents,

Edgings,

Carpets Stove Wood and

Wool

Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Chas. F. Ri

Sts.,

promptly

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Job»

Sour

BONDS FOR SALE.

Stomach

Engine

Jones'

Shop,

South

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings yL

K-

High Grade Portrait Work
Crayon, Water color,

in

Sepia and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

named.

SILAS E. KING, late of Oxford, deceased ;
petition that Florence H. King or some other
person be appointed administratrix
presented by Florence if. King, widow.

suitable

ADONIRAM J. BERRY, late of Sumner, deceased ; final account presented for allowance by
Frederick R. Dyer, administrator.

Να

L. M. TUFTS,

—

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

FOR SALE.

Two second hand sleighs, sleigh
robe, and a medium weight traverse
sled, one long sled and cord wood

for long
of double work harnesses and one double horse wagon
with dump cart. The above articles
are all in good running order and
will be sold at a bargain. Inquire of

dray,

wood,

a

log dray and dray

one

pair

Leander S. Swan or Howard A.
Swan, South Paris, Me.
nones.

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Mala·, la Bankruptcy.
la the matter of
CHARLES E. PATNANDE.
of Rum ford. Bankrupt.

)

[ la Bankruptcy,

)

Wrtgbt, executor.

ENID A. and MERLE F. DAILEY, wards,
of Canton; petition for license to sell and convey real estate presented by Nellie F. Dalley,

guardian.
MAUD M. BOLSTER, ward, of Paris; petition
for license to sell and convey real estate presented by James S. Wright, guardian.
LORENZO D. H1UUINS, of Waterford.
minor; second account presented tor allowance
by Flora A. Stearns, guardian.
NELLIE E. DACOSTA. late of BnckOetd, deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining in his hand· presented by Fred W.
Record, administrator.
ELVA E. STETSON, late of Bockfield. deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining 1· his hands presented by Washington Ilea Id, administrator.
ADELIA UARLOW, late of Peru, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Charles S. Walker, the executor therein
named.
DORA L. ADK1NS, late of Canton, deceased;
petition that George C. Wheeler or some other
suitable person be appointed administrator of
ber estate presented by Malcolm F. Hammond
and Fesseaden V. Carney, creditors.

To the creditors of Charte· I. Patnande, la the
OLIVER A. RORBINS, of Sumner, ward;
County of Oxford aad district aforeeal·! :
first account presented for allowance by Irwin
Noclo· I· hereby glvea that on Um 17th day of W.
Bobbins, guardian.
Pataande
Κ.
Nov., A. 1>. law, the said Charte·
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court,
first meeting of hi· creditor· will be held at the λ true copy—.Attest :
ο See of therefore·, No. 8 Market Square, South
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
Part·, oa the 9th 'lay of Dee.. A. D. UN, at

10 o'clock la the forenoon, at which time the
•aid creditor· may attend, prove their cli Uns.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, aad
transact such other bnslnwss as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parte, Not. 1». 190·.
WALTER L. Ο RAY.
Referee la Bankruptcy.

D

name

IRA PAINE, late of Canton, deceased; petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by John R. Trask, administrator.

«ΟΓΚΕ.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
in the matter of
PETE AYOTTE,
Jm Bmkrqficg.

}

of Rnaford, Bankrupt. )
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No. 550.—Two Cities: 1. Baltimore.

2. Topeka.
No. 351.—Burled Word Square: 1.
Beast. 2. Euter. 3. Atone. 4. Sense.
5. Trees.
Double Beheadings and
No. 851!.
Curtailing*: 1. As-ham-«d. 2. De-cant—

er.

the ear. Pouring warm water into the
canal will drown it, when it will generally come to the surface and can be easily
removed by the fingers.
Por brittle finger nails anoint the nails
at the roots every night with vaseline or
dip them in warm sweet oil. This will
cause them to grow better, and they will
not split.
Ad excellent remedy for sprains is to
boll wormwood in vinegar and apply it
hot to the injured part, with a sufficient
wrapping of cloths to keep the sprain
moist, renewing the lotion occasionally.
Every morning before dressing sponge
the neck, throat and chest with cold
water, and rub dry with a large bath
towel; not only will this make you less
liable to take cold, but it will broaden
the chest and fill out the uusightly little
hollow·. The throat also will soon be-

'ïTSÎm'

He knew all the latest songs

and could King them with an earnestness and vigor that aronsed the ad

]

miration of his friends and the envj of
his enemies. It was his proud boast
that nobody within three blocks of him

PIANOS.^

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument. Also I have
Prices
Dear Sirs:—Rndiield Corner, M«., M»r. 15/04 several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
We have used your "L. F." Bitten
we will try and interest you in
and
for
Send
terms
catalogue
low,
easy.
in our family for over 20 years. It is al)
the best pianos that are on the market.
the medicine we use for colds or stomach

Stomach Troubles

W. J". WHeeler db

| sia.

Billing· BlooU,

Parla,

-

»

Co.,

Maine.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

very urge one, but if all
tbe sufferers from indigestion and stomach troubles could know the virtues of
Kodol it would be impossible for the
manufacturers to keep up with the demand. Kodol is sold here by F. A.

laboratory is a

Shnrtleff & Co.

•0 YEARS'

wealthy cat indeed.
But, like α great many people, Mr.
Tom Cat was not satisfied. He was
not contented to let well enough alone.
He wanted to become etlll more fa-

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

EXPERIENCE

Patents
y —» ■

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
ΒΟΚΧιΣΝ AND CtOABULM.

Scientific Jfmericdit.

vance

Connty.

The E, A. Strout Farm

——————————

Katie—I

gave you

never

couragement.
Ernest—Tes,

any

en-

HILLS,

you did; you led me to
believe that your father was wealthy.

A man with a sprained ankle will use
crutch, rest tbe ankle and let it get
well. A inan or woman with an overworked stomach can't use a crutch, but
the stomach must bave rest just the

Jeweler and Graduate

a

same.
It can be rested too without
Kodol
starvation. Kodol will do it.
performs the digestive work of the tired
stomach and corrects the digestive apparatus. Kodol fully conforms to the
of the National Pure Food and

provisions
Drug Laws.

Recommended aud sold by

F. A. Shnrtleff & Co.

"Did you eee the new airship
you were in Washington?" asked

whon

the

grocery man.
"No," answered tbe disgruntled officelongseeker. "I didn't even get a

distance view of a

postmasterehip."

Millions of bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar have been sold without any person ever having experienced any other
than benefioial results from its use for
coughs, colds and lung troubles. This
is because the genuine Foley's Honey
and Tar In tho yellow package contains

harmful drugs.
no opiates or other
Guard your health by refusing any but
& Co.
A.
Shurtleff
F.
the genuine.
Askitt—I wonder why it is that Wisehas so many friends.
Noitt—Ob, he manages to make others
think that he thinks they know more
man

than he does.

Open the bowels and get the cold out
Kennedy's I<axative
of your Hvstem.
Cough Syrup opens the bowels and at
the same time allays tbe inflammation of
Contains
membranes.
the mucous
Honey and Tar. Drives out the cold
and stops the cough. Absolutely free
Conforms to tbe
from any opiates.
National Pure Food and Drug Law.
Pleasant to take.

leff & Co.

Mamma—Here

Sold by F. A. Shurt-

comes

your father.

See how cross you've made him.
go and tell him you're sorry.
Tommy—Say, Pop, I'm sorry
so

blamed

cross.

Now,

you're

noticiTto

OUR CUSTOMERS
to announce that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
We are

pleased

or other harmful
recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adult·. F. A.

contains no

drugs, and

opiates

we

Sburtlea Λ (jo.

been married just a month.
"Do you know what day this ie?" she
asked sweetly at the breakaat table.
"Tee," he answered nervously; "this
is the day I have to pay the second installment on that wedding ring."

They had

Floods the body with warm, glowing
vitality, makes the nerves strong,
quickens circulation, restores natural
vigor, makes yon feel like one born
again. Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
35 cents. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.

going down the street
when they passed a man wearing a green
Two girls were

vest and a beaver bat.
"Ob?" said the one.
that man ie sporting."

"Just

see

what

"Yes," said the other: "that reminds
me; I've got tu buy some quinine."
"How does that remind you?"
"Oh, just the bad taste."

The One—And you say this horse
hasn't any faults?
The Other—Not a single fault.
The One—But he appears to be blind
in his right eye.
The Other—Well, that's not his fault;
It's his misfortune.
PUBLIC SPEAKER INTERRUPTED.
Publio speakers are frequently interrupted by people coughing. This wonld
not happen if Foley's Honey and Tar
were taken, as it cures coughs and colds
and prevents pnenmonla and consumption. The genuine contains no opiates
and is in a yellow package. F. A. Shurt-

leff A Co.

lira. Keene—Have all the other ladies
arrived?
The Maid—Yes'ro; you're the lait one.

Îlass

weakest speelmen of man or womanhood strong and healthy. 85 oents.
8old by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

"They say she is a matohlesi beauty."
"Tee, that's the trouble. She oan't

seem

to make a match."

DANGER IN ASKING ADVICE.
When yon have a cough or oold do not
ask some one what Is good for it, as there

1X12 BAT DOWN AMD BEOAN TO THINK.

tills end be decided to consult
who could enlighten him. And it was
just here that he made his mistake.
Instead of going to a friend for ad;
vice he sought a rival, a cat that eouki
ring as well as he. This cat naturally
did not want Mr. Tom to Improve, ami
some one

he was not liuble to give any gooo
advice.
"Eat a pound of sawdust," he said
to Tom, and Tom very foolishly went
off to a carpenter shop and bought the
sawdust and ate It.
Then tie sat down and began to
think, and the longer be sat the more
he thought. And while be thought b«
suffered the worst pain that be had
ever been called upon to suffer in all
his life. The sawdust weighed on his
stomach like a ton of lead. The tears
came into his eyes, and he could not
stop them. It was almost enough to
1:111 him, and it Is a great wonder that
so

ιβο

Agency,

"Largest in the World,"

NA55AU STREET, NEW YORK.

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

Optioian.

Lowest Prices leOird County.

β, H Vil,

ι:

NORWAY, MAINE.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

All Kind of Ma-

REDUCED RATES:
Pare Portland to Boston
Stateroom

$1.00
#1.00

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17,

steam-

sons' Supplies.

Freight

lines.

rates

always

as

low

other

as

A. W. WALKER &

SON,

it did not kill him.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
SOUTH PARIS.
It was three whole days before he «teamen of this Company, is insured
could resume his nightly songs, and he against Are and marine risk.
found his voice had not Improved one
General Agent,
J. F. LISCOMB,
whit. Hut there were two good lesson*
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
Co.'s
The Citizens'
he learned—tirst, to be contented with
what be had, and, second, never to try
Will
A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. and Τ. Α., "come-alonga" or wire
to make a meal on sawdust—Detroit Boston, Mass.
the borrower please return to George
Journal.
F. Eastman, at Plummer's store.
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

Borrowed.

Telephone
pullers.

««•ltls.lt

Id

*ltA

Bad Importation·.
Introduced the rabbit to
Australia, where it ruined vast areas of
valuable land. Weasels sent to correct
the mint ike found ground birds good
eating and let the rabbits alone. Scotsmen bestowed the thistle upon New
Zealand and then wished they hadn't.
▲ pretty water weed of which English-

living.

«It Salt· to

a

T."

il
If

IE

ill
No.

Clara L. Mixer,
Sophia and Geo.

III
III

Dcc.81,1874,

«

Good For Lancheoa.
"At luncheon I had something which
was excellent, but not substantial."
"What was it?"

Records,

worth 35 cents each

They
exchange plan.
are

on

my

A full line of Columbia Disc and
Machines and Records.

Cylinder

W. A. Porter,
SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

Help Wanted.

Lady help wanted for steady employment, for further particulars in-

quire of

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

Feature

9 4 67

103.01
Jan. 23,1883,
No.
Lapham,
GEOBGE M. AT WOOD, Treasurer.

COHBflSflONEBS' NOTICE.
Nov. 13,1908.
OXFORD, SS.
We, the undersigned, having born duly appointed bv tbe Honorable Addison Ε Herrlck,
•ludgo of 1'robate within and for said County,

Commissioners to receive and dcclde upon the
claims of tbe creditors of Candlce Rodger·, late
of Huckfleld, In said County, deceased, whose
estate has been reprewnted Insolvent, hereby
said
give public notice agreeably to the order of
Judge of Probate, that six months from and
after third Tuesday of September bave been
allowed to said creditors to present and prove
their claims, and that wc will attend to tbe duty
as-dgned us at the ofllce of Alfred Cole, Buck
Held, Maine, Saturday, December 8, ltxjtf, and
Saturday, March 9, 1907, at 2 of the clock In the
afternoon of each or said days.

ALFRE^'cOLK,'

OF A TYPEWRITER
first, last and all the time
is that it shall be an

I Commissioner».

STATE OF HAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court. >

OXFORD, es.

In

Equity, i

FRANK H. NOYES vs. OXFORD COUNTY
LOAN ASSOCIATION.
Obi» bid, that a bearing be bad on the allow·

unce

of the fourth aod final account of Silas D.

mll™e υνυυπ

Underwood.
Don't make the mistake

CURE

«no

th«

I

of

LUWCS

FOR

Consumption

_Λ_

I

0UGH8 and

^OLOS

best and then

PHet

50c ft $1.00
Free Trial.

get the

Surest and Quick eat Core for all

THBOAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

E. W.

CHA1VDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnlab DOOBS and WINDOWS of ujr
Slxe or Style at reasonable price·.

any visible

do—get the
spirit of wanting the

Dr. King's
New Discovery

1 w"

thinking

writer will

WH

UNDERWOOD.

Also Window 4 Door Frames.
If 1b want of any kind of Flnlah for Inilde or
Outalde work, send In your order· Pine Lam
and Shinglea on hand Cheap for Caah.

bar

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
M&tohed Hard Wood Floor Board· tor sale.

Wanted.

T"

damaged Cylinder

Essential

®s

The clause, "It suits to a T," meanE. W. CH41VDLER,
ing it fits exactly, Is as old as the Weat Sumner,
....
Maine.
familiar Instrument, the Τ square or Τ
rule (so called from Its resemblance to
the letter T), used by mechanics and
draftsmen for making angles true and
for obtaining perpendiculars. The exPEELED PULPWOOD.
pression was In common use In the
time of Dr. Johnson, who Is quoted by
Bos well as "Baying of Wharburton,
Spruce, Pir, and Poplar
"You see they'd have fitted him to

a

or

The Most

If

*4

%

Englishmen

men are fond was transplanted to New
Zealand and throve so that, it dams
broad rivers. The mongoose sent to
Jamaica to kill off the cane rats exterminated them and developed a fine
liking for poultry.

J

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

The following statement contains tbe name,
the amount standing to bis credit, tbe laat known
place of resldeuce or post-oBce address and tbe
tact of death. If known, of every depositor In the
South Pari· Saving· Dank, who baa not made a
deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any
part of tbe dividends thereon, for a period of
more than 20 years next preceding November 1,
line, and Is not known to the treasurer to be

nwiafr

bodies.

broken

votir

South Paris Savings Bank,

Andrews, Receiver of said Association, at the
Court House at Paris to the County of Oxford,
on Tuesday, January 8th, 1907, at 10 o'clock A.
Springfield Republican.
>t -, and that the Receiver give notice thereof by
causing an attested copy or this order to be published three weeks successively In the Norway
The Enrth'a Inaldaa.
Advertiser and In the Oxford Democrat, both
Is the earth made up of three con- published in said County, the last publication In
uacbcase to be ten dars before said time of
centric spheres? A physician says that hearing, ibat all persons Interested may be
such is the case. The solid nucleus he heard thereon.
Dated at Auburn, Nov. 17, 1906.
supposes to be between 3.0U0 and 7,000
A. R. SAVAGE,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
miles in diameter, and this is surroundA true copy, attest :
ed by a liquid substratum, outside of
CHARLES F. WHITMAN,Clerk.
[L. S ]
vnoUncIv aaflmnf.

cil at 70 to 200 miles iu thickness.
More than two centuries ago a similar
theory, including the slow rotation of
the inner solid sphere on a different
axis from that of the entire globe, was
held by Dr. Edmund llailey to account
for the changes iu the earth's magnetThe axis of the uucleua was
ism.
thought to have beeu originally that of
the entire globe, and to the change of
its course was attributed the deluge.
The earth's Internal beat, It is now
pointed out, may be accounted for by
the friction of the different rotating

Save

IN THE

PEWS FOR OLD MAIDS.
Qnnlnt Distinction· In the Old Hat·
field Meeting Honae.
Around three sides, about on a level
with the pulpit, in the old meeting
house at IlaUield, Mass., extended the
l alleries, reached by staircases on the
northeast and southeast corners, where,
in the front seats, sat the singers, trebles ou the uorth and basses on the
south and counters and tenors on the
east. The next two rows of seats were
occupied by children, girls in the north
and boys in the south, and frolicsome
youngsters they were, if we may judge
by the frequency with which the town
was obliged to renew the brass tips to
the staves of the tithing men, three of
whom were always on duty to keep the
youth from disorder.
Behind the children and still higher
In square pews against the wall sat the
youug men and maidens, the latter on
the north and the former on the south.
■One gallery pew was reserved for colored men and one for colored women,
and, queerest of all, a high square pew
over the north stairway was assigned
to old maids and a similar pew over
(he south stairs to old bachelors. Just
how many years these two classes had
to num!>er before they were promoted
from the lower seats In the synagogue
the records do not state, but that they
sat In those exalted seats Samuel
Dwlght Partridge, to whom we are indebted for the description of the old
meeting h'juse, assures us Is beyond
questiou. The square pews on the floor
were assigned to householders, according to wealth and social position.—

Opportunity

Call and hear them talk.

alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boaton,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. u.

era

delivered at any «talion.

Ε. Η. PIKE,

"An excelleut nppètite."—Il Dlavolo WEST
It danger In taking some-unknown prepFoley's Honey and Taronree Rosa.
coughs, oolda, and prevents pneumonia.
The two greatest stimulant· In the
The genuine is in ay allow paokaga. Refoaa aobatitatae. w, A. ShurtUe Λ Oo. world are love and debt—Beaiooet
aration.

payment required.

If yon deaire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

tettssaisftt

including spraying tube, or mailed by
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

Ν. XX.

IP YOU want a quick cash
•ale for your country property, write for onr improved
FREE listing blanks. No ad-

—

etfA handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest
culatlon of any (clentlOc lonmaL Term», $S a
all newsdealers.
year: foar months, |L Bold by

in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm contains
all tbe healing, purifying olements of
the solid form, and it never fails to
Sold by all druggists for 75 cents,
cure.

quantity desired.

In any

thrown at him while he was
singing, he would have been a very
been

Nell—These men who are always try- mous. He wanted his voice to swell
ing to kiss you make me very tired.
out upon the night air until Its volume I
Belle—Me, too There's nothing I ad- was ho great that it would sound like
mire so much as a successful man.
Designs
As
two cats singing Instead of one.
COPVmOHTS AC.
-TW,·.'
attain
I
of
how
to
and
Tbe soothing spray
Ely's Liquid he did not know exactly
Anyone «ending a rteteb
de^Ptjoneg
whetner an
quickly ascertain our opinion free
Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is an
lUTCIIVMfll W |/a vwwv*/
Invendu
00 Patents
from
Caconfidential.
HANDBOOK
to
sufferers
1 tlonastrictly
unspeakable relief
aant free. Oldeat agency forsecnrtnxpaUcta.
tarrh. Some of tbem describe it as a
Patent· taken throngh Munn * Co. raoetvs
ipteiol notiu, without charge. In the
Qodsend, and no wonder. The thick,
foul discharge is dielodged and tbe
patient breathes freely, for the iirst time

TO CURE A COLD IN ONK DAY
Mrs. Keene—Well, you'd better anTake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
nounce me so that they can get through
come round and firm.
in.
Druggists refund money if it fails to
If you shut your finger in a door or talking about me before I go
E. W. Gbovb's signature is on
our·.
it in any way, put it in water as
bruise
each box. 25c.
First Boy—Say, Johnny, did your
hot as you can bear; in a few minutes
lick you for playing hookey from
and keep it in mother
for
it
hotter,
change
"Doctor, how can I ever repay yon for water at least fifteen minutes. If the school?
Seoond Boy—Tou bet she didn't!
your kindness to me?" "Doesn't matter,
off the shoe and
old man. Check, money order or cash.'1 foot is bruised, take
First Boy—How did you manage to
stocking and Immerse itJn hot water get out of it?
to
Por chapped and cracked hands noth- from fifteen
thirty minutes, adding
Seoond Boy—I told her if she licked
ing is quite m good as an application of hot water often.
me I'd holler loud enough to wake the
rheumatism
from
one
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Put It on
suffering
Any
before going to bed, use an old pair of should wear woolen clothing always baby.
gloves and see what a difference the next the skin, and be very careful never
It is a mistake to use a violent catbarmorning will bring. Sold by F. A. Shurt- to get the feet wet or ait in damp tio to open the bowels. A gentle movelefl A Co.
clothes. If very thirsty—which is somement will accomplish the same results
time· the case with rheumatism—drink
without causing distress or serious con"De Ritter tells me he has been spoken only milk and soda—no stimulants. Try
later. DeWitt's Little Early
sequences
and
of as the coming novelist."
morning Risers are recommended. Sold by F. A.
rubbing the body night
towel.
a
he
has
of
it
a
"Tea,
spoken
good deal." with rouçh
Shurtleff A Co.
Thirst and great dryness of the mouth
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new in sickness is often relieved by a tea"Qenlus," said the sage, "is the infiLaxative stimulates, but does not irri- spoonful of powdered gnm arable, beaten
nite capacity for bard work."
tate. It la the best Laxative. Guaran- thoroughly with a couple of teaspoon"And stupidity,1' observed the young
teed or your money back. F. A. Shurt- fula of glycerine, to wnioh ia added a
man who had put through a few good
left A Co.
of cold water and enough lemon
"is the inability to make others
uice .to make the mixture palatable. things,
hard work (or yon."
do
the
"I believe old Qrabbittsou would give The mixture may be taken freely, with
his soul for money." "Tes, and he'd great relief to the dryneas of the mouth
We care not how you suffered, nor
probably get more than it was worth, no and thirat
Hollister's
matter bow small the amount happened
The beat medical preparation in the what failed to onre you,
Rocky Mountain Tea make· the pnnteet,
to'be."
hot water. Drink a
world ia

To the creditor· of Fete Ayotte, la the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the Mth day of
A. D. 1906, the said Pete Ayotte
The subscriber hereby glvee notice that he November,
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, aad that the first
has been duly appointed administrator of tha
of his creditors will be held at the office
meeting
•Mate of
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, Sooth
EL1ZABRTH S. ADAMS, late of DlxAeld,
the 19th day of Dec., A. D. 1906, at
la the County of Oxford, deceased, aad given ! Parla, oa
plain
glass
All parsons ha Ting 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which tine the
bond· a· the law direct·.
of it every night if you want a good ditheir clalats.
demande against the estate of *ald ileeesied are I said creditor· may attend, prove
Of oourse yon pay your money,
a good sleep and a oiear coma trustee, examine the haakrapt. aad
gestion,
appoint
desired to pre··at the same for settlement, and |
Bat yon get your money's worth,
transact each other business as may properly
all indebted thereto are reqaeeted to make pay
plexion. Pnt a bag of it to your feet
come before said ■ sating.
For what does money mean to you
when you have a cold, to your back
Sooth
96Ï1906.
Parte.Nov.
CHARLK3 S. ADAMS.
Not. 13th. 190·.
When
on earthf when
Monntala
Tea's
Rocky
WALTER L. GRAY,
you bave a backache, or at the
F. A. ShnrtleE A Co.
■effcree in Bankruptcy
nape of the neck when yon have a headache or feel sleepleaa. Soak the feet in
NOTICE.
Rooney—Is Casey's wife extravagant? it when they are tired. Soak the hands
The subscriber hereby (tree notice that hel
has beea duly appointed administrator of the
McOann—She Is; she's had twins In it before
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
manicuring.
estate of
has been duly appelated executor of the Mat twioe.
A drop of oil will prevent door hinges
PRANCES & HODtiDON, late of Romford,
will
aad
testament
of
la the County of Oxford, deceased, aad glvea
creaking, and it will cause locks and
OLIVE TRUMBULL, lata of Doamark.
A GUARANTEED CURS FOR PILES. bolta to move easily. Care mast be
bond· a· the tew directs. AU person· hsrlng
of Oxford, deceased. All pereoas
demanda tialMt the estate of Mid deceased la the County
ileieeads
the
of
saU
doestate
against
having
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding taken to guard the floor under hinge·,
are desiredlo près «at the same tor aalttemeal
eieesl are desired to nrsisat the same for eettlo
Piles. Druggists are authorised tore- and the contents of -drawer· from being
aad all Indebted thereto an rsqussted tomak
meat, aad all tadehted theceSo an rsqasstort to
■seh-a
fund
faiMdlAlalT·
aoaey if Paso Ointment fails to made greaay by protecting them with
ABNER BAII.ET,
Iter. 90th, BR
aUTII E. DCMX.
duola6to 14day*. Moofe
newspaper.
Laaeutar, N. fc
nones.

Torn Cat

j

^

_

It is noticeable a oold seldom comes on
when the bowels aie freely open. Neither
Kennedy's
can it stay if they are open.
Laxative Cough Syrup taste· as plesaant
Free from all opiates.
as maple sugar.
Contains Honey and Tar. Conforms to
and Drug Law.
There is nothing more soothing in a the National Pure Food
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
case of nervous restlessness than a hot Sold by

slope
Cen- salt bath just before retiring.
8.
Never be alarmed if an insect enters
Are.

Welsh.

2.
1. W.
trals
Troll. 4. Corners. 5. Holograph.
No. 341).—Inclosed Diamond:

JUUKINS, of Paris; petition tor
presented by same.
PETER M. HOLDEN, late of Parts, deceased ;
first account presented tor allowance by James

S.

Left

—

Watch.

LENA MAY

change of

4. Sombre, sore.
348.
Pyramid:

pate.

WE USE FOR
COLDS AND...

now MR. TOM CAT CULTIVATED HIS VOICE
There were few cats In all animal
land who bad better voices than Mr.

Only Medicine

The

An Animal Story Per
Little PolH·

troubles. It is a great remedy for dyspep.
I feel I can't say enough in its praise
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locks.
Don't let sickness get the best of yon.
could sieep through one of hi· nightly | Take the True "L. F." Atwood's Medi •outb
air concerts.
icine to-day and you'll soon begin to gain,
E. C. DeWitt A Co., of Chicago, at open
If Mr. Tom Cat bad been given a so you can eat and enjoy your food.
I|
whose laboratory Kodol is prepared,
assures us that this remarkable digestant penny for every window that had been will then build you in strength and flesh.
and oorreotive for tbe stomach oonforms opened, for every head that bad been C__
Colored Postal Card*. GO subjects.
write B*· H· Η· Ηβ/'· ®οοβ· ββΐΰοβ
fully to all provisions of the National stuck out, for every missile that had rrCfc.
S VVt
Kodol
The
Ageata. PorUaad, Ua.
Pure Food and Drug Law.

MObl dear," sighed Miss Mudd, "I do
wish I knew of an effective way to pre"If jou keep
serve my complexion."
the box in a cool place it will be all
af- right, won't it?"

lasts
from
The incubation period
twelve to fourteen days. The invasion
is
of
a
cold
marked
period
by symptoms
in the head and some feverishness.
There is sneezing, running at the eyes
and nose of watery mucus, a patchy
tobust health.
redness of the mouth and fauces, and
So:- ! by :;H Druggists. Price jje, juc and Ji.ou.
perhaps an irritable cough. On the
Wt ste lor free booklet,
fourth day the eruption begins to ap"04 t'Uren ait J t'ltir Distant.'
pear about the neck, behind the ears, on
M. J. F. TRUE & 10.,
the forehead, and then on the chest,
gradually invading the rest of the body
Anburc, Me.
and extremities. When the eruption is
severe, there is commonly more or less
swelling of the skin, especially of the
face, disfiguring and changing the expression, also the backs of the bands
swell. It attains its height in from two
to three days, then gradually declines.
The rash consists of small red papules
which increase in size and form crescents
are
or irregular
circles.
There is some
The two pictures here shown
aftersuggestive of rural scenes In autumn.— branny desquamation for a week
wards. The complications likely to ocFarm and Fireside.
cur in measles are those affecting the
1 it is made of the best felt—made in our own
one lot of Paroid; open it; inmills ( established in 1817) ; other manufacture·· buy
longs, inflammation of the ear and earspect it: apply it to your roof,
Ko. ass.—Riddle.
their felt outside and simply saturate and ooat it.
ache, or conjunctivitis may supervene.
an J if then you arc not satisfied
Because it is soaked (not dipped) in a saturating
L
is
Diarrhœa
an ordinary complicathat yi'U have the best ready routing
compound w hich makes it water proof in every fibre.
'Twua yesterday that you made game
Because it is coated on bot h aides with the stroioeet,
therefore
made, send us your name and adtion,
aperients should,
Of me, you stupid bat!
thickest, smoothest, V'Wjkest, most flexible coating
dress, mid wo will soud youa check
if possible, be avoided, as the subseused on an y ready roofing. Don't take our word aloe·
Today homebody trod on me
fv.r the full ο>st of the rooting inanm
Τ
ou
can
see
other,
for it Compare Paroid with
And kicked me and all that
quent diarrhœa may prove troublesome.
cluding the cost of applying it.
and feel the difference. Paroid does not break or
In more severe cases delirium and great
Well, well, my troubles last not long I
crack in the coldest weather or run in hot weather,
kind
of
wrong
of
In spite
every
prostration is present, and gangrene of
gffiiif* it is aDDlied with our patented sauare.
cheerful
have
song.
to
bound
loose
I'm
my
work
the cheek or vulva in delicate, feeble
rust proof cap*—water proofed on both sides—the only caps that will not rust,
and cause leaks.
children is sometimes a fatal event.
U.
These are some of the reasons why we can give Paroid so strong a guaranty—w\f It lasts
The contagion of measles is very active
where.
Without a bridle or a saddle.
so long—why it is so largely used by the U.S. Gov't, rail waya. factories and farmeise*·» j
at an early period before the appearance
All we ask is that you try it, on our money-back guaranty.
Across a th'.ng I ride n-straddle,
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute but send for samples aad prioasi
of the rash, when the catarrh is present.
And those I ride by help of me.
The child should be placed in bed, and
Though almost blind, are made to km.
BUILDING PLANS FREE
remain there until all fever has subsided.
plans for Practical Farm Buildings. Better do it at once.
The temperature of the room should bo
Mo. 330.—Double Acrostic.
He.
South
&
S. P.
A state in the Union. OS degrees—72 degrees—even in a mild
I'rimuls
The room should be slightly darkcase.
Finals—One of Its principal cltlcs.
ened but not absolutely so, the edge of
1. Λ boy's name.
the eyelids ought to be once or twice a
2. To exceed in height
day lightly smeared with freeh cold
3. Something uuequaled.
cream or with vaseline, or borated vase4. Unfriendly.
line; the throat and nasal passages may
5. Plaster for walls.
bo advantageously sprayed as in scarlet
fever.
0. A river In South Africa, reversed.
Sponge with lukewarm water,
with baking soda or boracic acid to reON
7. Very wicked.
lieve itching.
& A natural oil.
The child should not leave the room
0. High or lofty.
till one week after the disappearance of
fever. He should not leave the bouee
No. 3S7.—Omitted Letter·,
for three weeks.
The asterisks are to be replaced by
Every care should be exercised to preletters, but the same letter must be vent chilling of the enrface during conretained throughout one sentence. The valescence, for some of the most obsticatarrhs
to close out odd patterns and clean
eight omitted letters will, when re- nate chronic diarrhœa and lung
may be easily perpetuated; especially in
arranged, spell a delightful season.
those of tubercular taint precautions
up stock.
1. *da ·β ·η *taly.
against cold are necessary. Also avoid
2. "an ♦arrie *arry *oal?
anything tending to aggravate the cough
8. •ellle, •ed's 'early *lue.
or produce pulmonary complications.
South Paris, Maine.
4. ·η erab *te ·η *pple.
If these occur they will require special
5. "era's *ery *alu.
management. Attention should be paid
to complaints of earache in children and
β. "*Bly *ur ·11νββ," *rdered *scar.
A new Lot
any discharge noticed. The greatest
7. ·ηη *ud *gues *re "lice's *unta.
caution is required with feeding during
*oni's
*ent.
*ook
8.
*ed
of
The best
of Plumbing Goods.
this dieease. It is the old story of chilCorner Main and Danforth
oak woodwork for closets. No old
dren's dietetics—the avoidance of excess
Mo. U5K—Added Syllable·.
of food and especially of fermenting subgoods. Call and see this line.
With feelings very far from
A convastances (starches, sugars.)
No Tom mounted to his
attended to.
bing
lescent stomach, pancreas, and duodenum
Maud 8uhl her hunds she'd surely
team.
for
charge
must be fed with small quantities, and
Before she took the
not too frequently, so as not to tax their
Τ·, M. Longley,
His clothes were badly splashed with
still small powers.
Fred's brains were In a
Maine.
In all cases, many of the complications,
Norway,
He said. "Tin» cow will chew her
and many serious results are caused by
And then her calf she'll
neglect, or the physician's orders not
being carefully carried oat.—Ex.
The fat buy tnadc a paper
His walk was Just a
Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me. The
To Walk Well.
English child tripped In the —,
No appetite, loss ot strength, uino·
First Mortgage Four per cent twentyFor he could barely
Don't drag your feet or fling them, nor
MM. heariarhe. oonstipation. bad bntlh.
year bonds in 1100 and 1500 pieces.
lag nor stride. Learn to glide into a
general debility, «our risings, and oatarrfc Price 101.
So. US».—Verbal Ant Hill.
room gracefully.
of the stomaofc are all due to lndlçeedoo.
Each of the words defined below
For Sale at Norway National Bank.
It is impossible lor a woman ro ue
This new discoKodol cures Indigestion.
ends In "ant."
awkward id her walk if ehe walks
mry represent· the natural Juices ot digs»·
who makes a vain display ot straight and keeps her knees stiff. The
•on as they exist tn a healthy stomach, Steam
and Boiler his1. One
act of swinging the feet out gives one a
leurnlng.
combined with the greatest known tonlo
graceful gait.
For Sale Cheap.
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dy»·
2. One who gives information.
around
Walk elowly. Skirts wind
pepsla Cure doe· not only cure Indigestion
3. An obsequious flatterer.
Second hand, six horse power
your calves when you walk rapidly, and
and dyspepsia. but this famota remedy
demands
who
4. One
]>ossesslon.
all semblance of grace is lost. Walk in
Mm all stomach troubles by cleansing, engine and eight horse power boiler.
5. Oue who engages in a lawsuit.
a leisurely manner as if you were a prinpurifying, sweetening and strengthening Call and see them at A. C.
C. Oue who occupies the house or cess, not a hurried, worried, overworked
the mucous membranes lining the stomach. Machine
South Paris, Me.
lands of another.
woman.
Mr. & 3. Ml of Rmoswood. w. Va., ssnr**
Don't swing your shoulders.
I «es tfeebleri wttk «our stomach for twenty rm
7. One employed in keeping accounts.
•re now usine Ν ti ·Λ
Don't swing your arms.
Paris. 8. One who aids.
For Sale in
sinuous
in
Don't twist yourself
9. One who removes from one counKodol Digests What Yoa 1st
motion·.
The house and land belonging to the try to another for residence.
M—Ull aaty. $1.00 Six· holdln« 2% thnee the Ml
Don't contort. Don't wigglo.
rite, which Mils for SO cents.
estate of the late Mr». Sarah WVHewett,
10. An ornament attached to a neckHold your chin in. This is the most
Mreë ky ■> α OeWlTT * θα. OHtOAOa
situated in the center of the Tillage, has
lace.
important thing of all.
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
Sou by r. A. Shurtleff * Co.
11. What Is left.
Don't walk, nor look, nor act like an
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
old person. There are no old persons in
12. A young child.
excellent condition. The grounds are
these dayp.
13. A moment.
extensive, containing additional houee
Touch the ground first with the balls
14. A voracious bird.
lots.
of your feet, with the heels striking an
W. T. IIEWETT.
15. A small flag.
instantjlater.
JAMES S. WRIGHT. Agent, S. Paris.
Learn also bow to be seated. Don't
Innrcranary at Home.
sit with your clothes wound up around
PROBATE NOTICES.
The other da;.· the head of a boarding
you.
Γο all persons Interested In either of the Estates school noticed one of tfc* boys wiping
Don't sit on the ragged edge of things.
hereinafter named :
pad
tablecloth
the
on
knife
Be seated squarely.
his
pounced
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, In and
tor the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of ou him at once.
When you walk consider the style of
Not., In the year of our Lord one thousand
"Is that what you do at home?" he your dress.
nine hundred and six. The following matter
If you are dragging a train don't forhaving lieen presented for the action thereupon asked indignantly.
it. The longer and heavier the gown
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Oa»iaa»> :
get
"Oh, no," answered the hoy quickly; the slower you must walk.
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inthis
to
be
a
of
order
terested, by causing copy
"we have clean knives."
And first, last, and at all times, be
Ushed three weeks successively In the OxDemocrat, a newspaper published at South
dignified.
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
An ungraceful walk will spoil the most
Key to the Pussier.
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
art
No. 345.—Numerical Enigma: Haste elegant gown that the dressmaker's
thirl Tuesday of December, A. D. 1906, at 9
can design.
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there- makes waste.
on if they see cause.
No. 34&—Decapitation: C-limax.
Hints.
ITΚ A NCKS c. STOW E, late of Paris, deceased :
No. 347.—Subtractions: 1. Eagerly,
will and petition tor probate thereof presented
3. Plate,
by Faustina C. Brown, the executrix therein early.
2. Blossom, bloom.

Paroid

PASSED EXAMINATION SUCCESSFULLY.
James Donahue, New Britain, Conn.,
write·: "1 tried several kidney remedies,
and wai treated by oar beet physicians
(or diabetee, but did not improve until I
took Foley'· Kidney Core. After tbe
second bottle I «bowed improvement,
and five bottle· oured me completely. I
bave since passed a rigid examination
for life insurance."
Foley's Kidney
Cure cures backache and all forms of
kidney and bladder trouble. F. A.
Shnrtleff λ Co.

PARIS,

MAINE.

fmuEiaMoro^

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Exchange Street, Portland,

Maine.

Always Remember the M Name

I .axative Rromo

Quinine

Cores a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.

